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Music printing in the United States between 1825 and

1900 was in a constant state of change as older techniques

improved and new processes were invented. Beginning with

techniques and traditions that had originated in Europe,

music printers in America were challenged by the continuous

problem of efficiently and economically creating ways of

transferring a music image to the printed page. This study

examines the music printing techniques, equipment, and

presses of the period, as well as the progression from

music type to engraved plate and lithograph stone. A study

of the techniques of altering music printing plates helps

explain the differences occurring in prints from the same

edition and will help further our understanding of this

important aspect of music historiography.
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CHAPTER I

MUSIC PRINTING IN THE

COLONIES AND THE UNITED STATES BEFORE 1825

The first music printed in the colonies appeared in 1698

as a part of the ninth edition of the Bay Psalm Book.1 The

first edition had been printed in 1640 by Stephen Daye at

Cambridge in the Massachusetts Bay Colony. The music, most

likely printed from wood rather than metal blocks, was a sup-

plement to the text which was printed from type. This was the

earliest attempt by the New England clergy to provide musical

examples for use by their congregations.2

The ninth edition contained thirteen tunes for treblo and

bass which were notated in diamond-shaped notes without

bar lines. Solmization symbols f, s, 1, m, (fa, sol, la, mi)

(Figure 1) were placed below the notes. 3

1The Whole Book of Psalms FaithfullyTranslated into En-
lish Metre, Whereunto is Prefixed a Discourse Declaring Not
Only the Lawfulness, but also the Necessity of the Heaven
Ordinance of Singing Scripture Psalms in the Churches of God
(Cambridge, Mass.: Printed by B. Green and J. Allen for
Michael Perry, 1698).

2 Irving Lowens, Music and Musicians in Early America
(New York: W. W. Norton Co.,, 1941), 34-38.

3 Arthur C. Edwards and W. Thomas Marrocco, Music in the
United States (Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown Co., 1968), 7.
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From this simple beginning music printing in the colonies

evolved slowly, in the process adopting techniques and traditions

that had originated in Europe in the mid-fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries. In eighteenth-century America printing from

engraved plates was the dominant process, but after the mid-

century printing from. type slowly became the norm. Following

Figure 1. Part of the "York" Tune with letters representing
notes, from the ninth edition of the Bay Psalm Book, 1698.
Reprinted from The Whole Book of Psalms Faithfully Trans-
lated Into English Metre (Cambridge: printed by B. Green
and J. Allen for Michael Perry), no page number.

?fat. f. rk Tuiru

f frfrfIs- t fitese

the Bay Psalm Book, the next printed music appeared in 1721

when two music books were published by S. Gerrish, a Boston

bookseller. The earliest was prepared by the Reverend John

Tufts and the later was the work by the Reverend Thomas

Walter. Tuft's book, An Easy Introduction to the Singing of

Psalm Tunes, was the first American textbook, as it contained an

appendix explaining the rudiments of music, tuning the voice,

intervals, scales, clefs, and time signatures.4 Its twelve

4 Lowens, op. cit., 43.
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pages of engraved music displayed a notational system which

used the letters f, s, 1, m (fa, sol, la, mi) on the staff in

place of note heads.

Figure 2. Part of the "Oxford" tune from An Introduction

to the Singing of Psalm-tunes by Referend John Tufts,

c. 1721. Reprinted from John Tuft's An Introduction to

the Singing of Psalm-Tunes (Boston: Samuel Gerrish, 1721)
facsimile edition of the 5th ed. Philadelphia: Albert
Saifer, 1954.

.4td.%- I ! jI iiiII II~

This music book, with its own notational system and its

techniques for teaching singing, was the prototype for

the thousands of hymn-tune books which were published in the

colonies and the U.S.5

Walter's book Grounds and Rules of Musick Explained

was probably engraved by Francis Dewing, one of the several

copper-plate engravers active in Boston at the time. Walter's

publication was printed by James Franklin, the older brother

of Benjamin Franklin, who incidentally was an apprentice to

James.6 This second book of psalm tunes was larger than

Tuft's and was more widely circulated. While Tuft's book used

Lowens, op. cit., 56.

INIM 110, 1

6Lowens, op. cit., 45.
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letters on the staff instead of notes, Walter's book used

note heads that were diamond-shaped.7

Figure 3. Excerpt from Thomas Walter's The Grounds and Rules
of Musick Explained, c. 1721. Reprinted from Frank J.
Metcalf, American Writers and Compilers of Sacred Music
(New York: The Abingdon Press, 1925), 22.

j 'l~ ii rtin ld I I \'iilii.

The style of these early books, printed in oblong format

to offer a larger line length, was adopted for most tune books

for the next century or more. They contained a theoretical

introduction printed from type and music printed from engraved

plates. From the foreword of Tuft's modest book, the credo

"Teach the people to read music notation and to sing from

books rather than rote" was a signal that printed music was

on its way.8 From the first pianissimo of these diminutive

printed music books, the volume of printed religious music

in America would rise in an ever increasing crescendo as

preachers, singing masters, engravers, printers, publishers,

and music entrepreneurs would spread the gospel of singing.

7Lawrence C. Wroth, The Colonial Printer. (Charlottesville,
Virginia: The University Press of Virginia, 1931), 248

8 John Tufts, An Introduction to the Singing of Psalm-Tunes
(Boston: Samuel Gerrish, 1721), facsimile edition of the 5th ed.
(Philadelphia: Albert Saifer, 1954), foreword.
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from printed music. The economic force kindled by these

increasing sales instigated the printing of other kinds of

music, and as a result the printing techniques were constantly

under refinement. Until late in the eighteenth century most

of the music was printed from engraved plates. Following is a

brief survey of some of the important milestones of early

American music printing.

James Turner of Boston published in 1752 a small

collection of music, Tunes, with an introduction "To learn to

Sing." Like many of his fellow tradesmen, Turner also worked in

a variety of related areas, in this case as an engraver, printer,

and cutter of stamps and seals.9 In 1755, Thomas Johnston,

an engraver of trade cards, prints, bookplates, and music

published Rules for Singing. This included sixteen pages of

engraved music with instructions entitled, "To Learn to Sing,

Observe these Rules." This booklet was sized so that it could

be bound into the back of any singing book. Johnston also

engraved the plates for the 1760 and 1764 editions of Thomas

Walter's Grounds and Rules for Musick Explained.10 A few

years later, in 1761, Henry Dawkins engraved James Lyons'

Urania, or a Choice Collection of Psalm Tunes, Anthems and Hymns.

It contained seventy psalm tunes, fourteen hymns, and twelve

9Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music Engraving and
Printing (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1980), 19.

1 0 Ibid., 20.
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anthems, and was the largest collection of music published in

the colonies at that time. II Paul Revere, in 1764, engraved

the copper plates for A Collection of the Best Psalm Tunes,

compiled by Josiah Flagg, and in 1770, The New England Psalm

Singer for William Billings.1 2

By the last quarter of the eighteenth-century music was

printed from engraved plates with the text set in type, and as

a result the tune books exhibited a fairly consistent format.

This combination of engraved music and type-printed words

would serve until music type was cast in America toward the

end of the century and became more available to printers.

An example of this procedure is found in John Ward

Gilman's 1764 production of Daniel Bayley's New and Complete

Introduction to the Grounds and Rules of Music and also in

The Psalm Singer's Assistant of 1767.13

Other Americans involved in the trade included Amos Doo-

little, engraver, silversmith, and producer of prints, book-

plates, maps and music, who engraved in 1782 The Chorister's

Companion, or Church Music Revived, in partnership with Simeon

Joceyln.14 Doolittle later joined with Daniel Reed in

publishing the American Musical Magazine (May 1786 to

September 1787). Many of the artisans, among them John Norman

'1 Wolfe, op. cit., 16. 12 Ibid., 21.

13 Ibid., 22. 14 Ibid., 22.
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who engraved William Billing's The Psalm Singer's Assistant in

1781 and his The Suffolk Harmony in 1786, and John Knott Allen

(Andrew Law's A Select Number of Plain Tunes Adapted to

Congregational Worship, 1781, and a Collection of Hymns for

Social Worship, 1783) were also involved in other pursuits.

Norman worked as an architect, engraver of landscapes, book

illustrations, portraits and maps,15 and Allen did fine metal

work and carpentry.16

The first music printed in America from type was Kern

alter und neuer, in 700. bestehender, geistreicher Lieder, a

reformed hymnal printed by the pioneer German-American printer

Christopher Sower (Saur) in 1752. This book, with its German

text set under the music, was printed in the German gothic

typeface and included music examples in diamond-shaped notes.

The music type was probably imported from Germany where Sower had

obtained his German typefaces for printing his German Bible.17

Figure 4. Musical Type of Christopher Sower's New, Enlarged
and Complete Song Book, printed in 1752. Reprinted from
F. H. Gilson, Music Typography and Specimens of Music
Types (Boston: F. H. Gilson Co., 1885), 9.

1 5Wolfe, op. cit., 23. 1 6 1bid., 22. 1 7Ibid., 28.
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Other printers were slow to adopt the use of musical type

because it was imported from a variety of locations and in only

small quantities.

In 1754, William Dawson, writing master and bookkeeper,

published the Youth's Entertaining Amusement.1 8 This book

was published by Anton Armbruster in Philadelphia from music type

imported from England. James Parker published for the Reformed

Protestant Church of the City of New York, The Psalms of

David, with the Ten Commandments, Creed, Lord's Prayer, etc.

in Metre, which was printed from music type imported from Daniel

Crommelin in Amsterdam.1 9

Figure 5. From The Psalms of David, reprinted from New York
Public Library, Music Division, Music Printing in
America: An Exhibition of Printing Methods. 1698-1950
(New York, 1950), no page number.

P S .A L r LXXXI.

hO,'-waih-a, powVerf1"ul Army, me21ns

To zath.'eitus R*ce of Lor.

1 8 Full Title: The Youth's Entertaining Amusement, or A
Plain Guide to Psalmody. Being a Collection of the Most Usual,
and Necessary Tunes Sung in the English Protestant Congrega-
tions in Philadelphia, etc. In Two Parts, viz. Treble and Base,
with All Proper and Necessary Rules, Adapted to the Meanest
Capacities.

1 9Wolfe, op. cit., 32.

I - wwwww"Aw. iftimm"40 am -.!!I mmh
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A later publication, A Collection of the Psalm Tunes, 1774,

by Hodge and Shober was also printed from music type for the

Reformed Protestant Dutch Church.2 0

The American Antiquarian Society owns a copy of a secular

piece, A New Song, Set to Music by A. Hawkins, which was

published in October 1796 in the Boston Magazine. This copy

contains a marginal note in the handwriting of Isaiah Thomas

which reads as follows:

The types for the above Music were cast in Boston by
Wm. Norman, and tho' ordinary, are a proof of his great
ingenuity in the first, and only attempt made in this
country, excepting a few sorts that I cast some time
after to compleat a font I had from London. Norman
cut the punches, and made every tool to complete the
above types.2 1

Figure 6. A portion of music printed from the first music
type cast in America by William Norman, c. 1783.
Reprinted from Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music
Engraving and Printing (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1980), 225.

-A PIV ) S 3 0 N G,

Set to MuLic by A.I74A W K N S.

Throw. i sappli

L as JA D ow w t P$ lls RA W~.1it dws I ff ~. tilwtl

Sj.

2 1 Ibid. 32.20Ibid., 32.,
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Isaiah Thomas, publisher and entrepreneur, capitalized on

the need for low cost printed music by printing both words and

music from type in The Worcester Collection of Sacred Harmony of

1786. His second edition, printed in 1788, had all four

parts on the double staff and was the first complete part

music printed from music type. Of the new type Thomas wrote,

. . . knowing many of the books now in use were neces-
sarily high-charged owing to their being printed from
copper plates, he was induced . . . to attempt a work
of this kind from types . . . He accordingly engaged
a set of musical types to be made in England by one of
the most ingenious type founders in Great Britain . . .22

The Worcester Collection was printed in eight editions between

1786 and 1803 by the firm of Thomas and Andrews who went on to

publish some seventeen major collections of music between 1780

and 1800.23

From 1780 to 1810, the printing of music from type

expanded rapidly. Of the total number of tunebooks printed

during the decade 1780-1790, only 15% were printed from type.

Between 1790 and 1800, the number increased to 47%, and by

1810 to 72%.24 The economic success of The Worcester

2 2 New York Public Library, Music Division, Music Printing
in America: An Exhibition of Printing Methods 1698-1950
(New York, 1950), no page number.

:2 3 Wolfe, op. cit., 34.

2 4 Richard Crawford and D. W. Krummel, "Early American Music
Printing and Publishing," Printing and Society in Early America,
ed. William Joyce, et al. (Worcester, Mass.: American Anti-
quarian Society, 1983), 196.
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Collection with both its music and text printed from

type was observed by other printers. John McCulloch of

Philadelphia and Henry Ranlet, who printed A Selection of Sacred

Harmony in 1788 and the Village Harmony in 1795, were two who

soon took advantage of the superiority of type-set music.25

The technique of printing sacred music tunebooks from type had

become the dominant process.

An innovation in the method of preparing an engraved

plate by punching the music symbols into the plate instead of

using a graver was introduced in 1787 by John Aitken, a newly

arrived Scottish silversmith. This process, which had begun in

Europe during the the mid-eighteenth century, used a hardened

steel punch similar to that used for making the matrix for type

casting. It enabled the expensive copper plates to be

replaced by less expensive pewter, which could be punched.

Aitken used this process to create Alexander Reinagle's A

Selection of the Most Favourite Scots Tunes with Variations

for the Piano Forte or Harpsichord.2 6  Secular sheet music

printed from punched pewter plates became a significant com-

mercial product as well as pirated versions of European art

music that were printed with the same professional quality as

the originals.

2 5 Ibid., 195.

2 6 Wolfe, op. cit., 41.

-*-amwklWM - -Wl"I"m - ----
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Shape note music, that indigenous American drama which

appeared on the music stage around the beginning of the

nineteenth century, has not yet exited. Shape note type

appeared during the infancy of American type casting and its

origins have remained elusive. The shape notes introduced by

William Little and William Smith in The Easy Instructor in

1802 and The Art of Singing by Andrew Law in 1803 created a

cottage music industry that continues to have enthusiasts.

The typographical aspects of shape notes will be examined in a

later chapter.

As the nineteenth century began, music printing in the

United States approached a certain maturity, and just as music

printers differed by process, their products had little in

common. Engravers turned out sheet music for a growing market

for voice and instrumental works, and type foundries added

music type to their inventories. Printers using this type

produced religious music whose larger quantities were suited

to this process.
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CHAPTER II

THE MUSIC IMAGE AND ITS IMPACT ON

MUSIC PRINTING TECHNIQUES

Following Gutenberg's first practical use of movable type

for his monumental edition of the Bible, 1452-1455, printing

exploded over Europe. By 1500 there were printing operations

in over 246 cities.1

The printing of music expanded more slowly as printers

before 1500 experimented with different ways of transferring

the image to paper. The process was more difficult than

printing text material from movable type. Since the music

image2 differed from the horizontal, line for line, type-set

letters and words, it was necessary for printers to seek a

different approach to print the music notation systems of the

times. In the words of Meyer,

1 Elisabeth Geck, Johannes Gutenberg from Lead Letter to
the Computer (Bad Godesberg: Inter Nationes, 1968), 118.

2 The term, music image, which properly refers to the music
as it appears on the printed page, is also used in this paper
in lieu of the word plate, which can refer to an engraved
plate, wood or metal cut, type form, or lithograph stone or
plate.
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Each style of music requires a particular system of

notation and each notation demands for its reproduc-

tion a particular method, which, in turn, is depen-
dent upon the technical improvements in the art of
printing.

3

To print a page of music instead of words required a way

of creating the music image on a printing surface for trans-

ferring ink to paper. Movable type-provided the necessary

flexibility to arrange the letters of the alphabet at will to

form the text, but until about the time of the sixteenth

century there was no similar system for music notation.

From the time of the first printed music to the present,

the technique of printing music has been in a continuous

process of development. The European background and experi-

ence in music printing is described briefly as follows:

The earliest printed music appeared in books. One

solution for including music examples in the text was to leave

a blank area on the page and fill in the music examples by

hand. This.method may have had as its precedent Gutenberg's

practice of leaving blank certain areas on the pages of

his Bible for hand drawing the initial letters and the

illuminations. Kinkeldey wrote that it was the practice to

leave spaces blank for writing rubrics in red by hand.4

3 Kathi Meyer and Eva Judd O'Meara, "The Printing of Music
1475-1934," The Dolphin II (1935), 171.

4 Otto Kinkeldey, "Music and Music Printing in Incunabula,"
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America XXVI (1932),
103.
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Lehman-Haupt proposed the theory that Gutenberg

experimented with using metal blocks for printing the

illuminations instead of drawing them in areas left blank.5

Other fifteenth-century printers found various ways of printing

the music examples in blank areas. For example, in the first

edition of Ralph Higden's Polichronicon, printed by Caxton in

England in 1482, space was left blank for all the music notations

to be filled in by hand. In the second edition published by

Wynkyn de Worde in 1495 at Westminster, England, the notes

were printed by inverted pieces of type.6

A technique slightly improved over leaving a blank area

for inserting the music examples was to insert only the

staves. This was done in different ways.

1. Five lines were drawn by hand across the page with an

instrument called a ."rastrum" or a five pronged pen.

2. Staves were cut in wood or metal with each full

staff on a separate block.

3. The staves and surrounding border were cut in wood

or metal.

4. The staves were set up with printer's rule, or the

lines were cut from wood or metal.

5. Segments of the staff were cut or cast forming type

blocks that were fitted together. The blocks were approxi-

5 Hellmut Lehman-Haupt, Gutenberg and the Master of the

Playing Cards (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1966), 54.

6 Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., 171.
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mately one fourth to one inch or more in length, and left gaps

between the blocks at the joints.7

The first liturgical work containing printed music was

printed by Johannes Gutenberg in partnership with Johann Fust

and Peter Schoeffer. They printed a Psalterium in 1457 in

which only the text and three black lines of the staff were

printed. The notes and the fourth red line were added by hand.
8

The earliest book that contained printed music was the

Collectorium super magnificat, of Charlier de Gerson,

published in 1473 by Conrad Fyner at Esslingen. It contained

five square descending notes printed by stamp or inverted

pieces of type; the staff lines were later sometimes filled in

by hand as is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. A portion of a page from Collectorium super Magni-
ficat, Esslingen, 1473. Reprinted from Music, Early BooksL
Manuscripts, Portraits and Autographs-Catalogue No. 512
(London: Maggs Bros., 1928), 12.
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In 1480, Franciscus Niger's Grammatica brevis was printed

in Venice by Theodore of Wurzburg who printed both in the

7 Meyer and O'Meara, op._cit., 178.

8 Meyer and O'Meara, op._cit., 178.
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roman (square) or gothic (lozenge) form. The several editions

were printed with different processes, possibly from type or

metal block.9 Figures 8 and 9 illustrate two different versions.

Figures 8 and 9. Franciscus Niger, Grammatica brevis.
Reprinted from A. Beverly Barksdale, The Printed
Note (Toledo, Ohio: Da Capo Press, 1981), 12.

Theodore of Wurzburg, Venice Michael Wenssler, Basel
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The music examples in the books of Franchinus Gaffurius

were printed from wood blocks in which the notes, staves, and

border were cut entirely in one block.1 0 (Figure 10)

Then in 1488, Hugo Spechtshart of Reutlingen in his Flores

musice combined movable type for the text with a wood block in

which the notes and staves were cut. " (Figure 11)

9A. Beverly Barksdale, The Printed Note (Toledo, Ohio:
1957) (New York: Da Capo Press, 1981) reprint, 12.

1 0 Barksdale, op. cit., 12.

1 1 Meyer and O'Meara, op._cit., 176.
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Figure 10. Notes and staves printed from a wood block in
Gaffurius, Practica musicae, 1496. Reprinted from
Meyer and O'Meara, 171.
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Figure 11. Notes and staves printed from a w ood block combined

with movable type in Hugo Spechtshart of Reutlingen,

Flores musice, 1488. Reprinted from Meyer and O'Meara, 176.
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A slightly earlier technique was established by Ulrich

Han in 1476 in his Missale romanum where the five red lines

were printed in double columns and the notes were added

in black with a second impression. This was apparently

the first occurrence of the double impression in which the

lines of the staff and the text were set in movable type and

printed in the first impression, while the notes were added in

a second.12

A refinement in the technique was developed by George

Ryser for his Wurzburcg Missal of 1481 which had the four-line

staff printed from metal rules. A few years later, in 1487,

Erhard Ratdolt in his Obsequiale printed the full page of text

and notes from a wood block with the four line staff set up in

segments and printed with two impressions.13

A summary of these early attempts to print music is -as

follows:

1. A blank space was left on the page for adding the

music by hand.

2. The staff lines were printed or drawn, and the notes

were added by hand.

3. The notes were printed or stamped and the staff

lines were added by hand.

4. The lines were printed, and the notes were stamped.

12 Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., 180.

13Ibid., 181.
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5. The notes and lines were cut in relief on a wood or

metal block.

6. The notes and staff lines were printed in one

impression from a wood or metal cut.1 4

Before 1500, over eight hundred works containing music

were printed. By the beginning of the sixteenth century, music

printing was moving toward the single impression method, although

there was yet to be one spectacular example of music printing by

triple impression.15

In Venice in 1501, Ottaviano dei Petrucci published his

Harmonice Musices Odhecaton A. This was the first complete

music book printed from movable type. Petrucci used a triple

impression method: one for staves, one for notes and other signs,

and a third for text. In this ambitious work, he mastered

the task of registering in appropriate alignment the lines,

notes and text. Although Petrucci's technique was not used for

long, he is generally considered the first' successful printer

of music.

The two-impression technique is illustrated in Figure 12

which shows the staves printed from a metal block by the first

impression and the notes cast from individual pieces of type

printed in a second impression.1 6

1 4 Robert Steele, The Earliest English Music Printing
(London: Chiswick Press, 1903), 1.

1 5 Kathi Meyer-Baer, Liturgical Music Incunabula (London:
The Biographical Society, 1962), xv.

1 6Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., 183.
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Figure 12. Separate characters of movable type with staff.
Reprinted from Ted Ross, The Art of Music Engraving &
Processing (Miami: Hansen Books, 1970), 5.

Following Petrucci, there were printers who developed

ways of printing in one impression. In 1527, Pierre Haultin

of Paris cast in one piece of type both the note and a portion

of the staff. With this new type font, the notes and staff

were assembled in one line ready to print, the music in one

impression. This method had limitations, such as stacking

notes-for chords, as well as no suitable way of dealing with

fast moving notes.1 7 Kinkeldey, however, wrote that Haultin

sometimes divided his vertical segments into several parts and

arranged them vertically to formki whole chords. Attaingnant

used this process of single impression with movable type in

1530 in one of his chansons publications.18 This method

was the beginning of a system of music typography that,

with refinements, became the basis of printing music from type.

17 Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., 185.

18 Otto Kinkeldey, "Music and Music Printing in Incun.abula,'"
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America XXVI (1932), 103.
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Within a few years, Christian Egenolph at Frankfort am

Main also printed his Odarum Horatii concentus from type in one

impression.1 9 This single impression style is distinguished

by the breaks between the individual pieces of type (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Music printed from type in one impression, Odarum
Horatii concentus, 1532. Reprinted from Meyer and O'Meara,
186.
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A different technique of creating an image on a printing

surface was to carve the notes into a block, probably wood.

The notes would then appear in reverse as white images on a

solid black background. This technique differed from the more

typical woodblock in which all the printing surface was removed

except the image. An example of this method was printed at

Nuremberg by Johan vom Berg and Ulrich Neuber in 1544

(Figure 14).

1 9 Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., 186.
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Figure 14. White notes on black background, Nuremberg, 1544.

Reprinted from "A Curious Specimen of Music Printing,"
The Musical Times, XLV/735 (May 1904), 308.
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Toward the close of the sixteenth century, the engraving

method appeared and partially replaced the method of single

impression music printing from movable type, although the

latter, with some refinements, is still a major music printing

process. Engraving was soon to become an additional method

for printing music. The unique feature of the engraving

process was the freehand method of imposing the music image on

a copper printing plate; this technique provided more flexi-

bility and an opportunity for more elaboration and flamboyance.

The freehand technique of incising the plate was supplemented

later by the stamping of the image. Like the movable type

process, music printing by engraving continued as a major

method from its beginning to mid-twentieth century .
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One of the earliest examples of music printed from an

engraved plate was the Diletto spirituale of 1580, which was

printed by Simone Verovio. The appearance of music printed

from an engraved plate differed from type-set music, as may be

seen in his Canzonette a quattro voci, engraved in 1591.20

The engraving process for printing music had advantages

over the type-set process. As a freehand method of inscribing

the music image on the copper plate, engraving had fewer

restrictions and did not require the uniformity of type-set

music. As may be seen in Figure 15, the different styles of

notation: single melodic lines, four parts on two staves, text

lines, and tablature appeared on one sheet. The image appears

almost as if it were the manuscript of the music. The

principal disadvantage of the engraving process was the

slowness of the presswork. Since before each impression the

plate was inked and then wiped clean of ink, this extra step

was tedious. The entire cycle per impression was therefore

more costly than printing from type.

In 1796, Alois Senefelder discovered a new method of

printing which was termed lithography. The process, based on

the natural repulsion of water and oil, used a particular type

of flat stone onto which the music image was transferred. The

flexibility of drawing either directly on the stone or using a

transfer sheet on which the image was drawn or printed was the

20Barksdale, op. cit., 109.
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factor that made lithography ideal for music printing. The

music image could now be set up on a printing surface more

simply. Within a few years after its discovery, the

lithographic process became a major method of printing

illustrations and music.

Figure 15. Engraved page from Canzonette a quattro voci by
Simone Verovio, Rome, 1591. Reprinted from Barksdale, 12.
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that is inked. Movable type or block provides a relief

surface. This process is often called letterpress. In

engraving the copper or pewter plate is cut or punched, and the

recessed areas below the surface accept the ink. This

procedure is called intaglio. On a lithograph stone, the ink

lies on its surface or plane. This printing process is some-

times called planographic. The levels of the printing surface

are illustrated below (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Three levels of printing surfaces. Reprinted from
Fred Roblin, "The Development of the Printing Press,"
The American Pressman, (Nov. 1965), 2.

Letterpress Lithograph Engraved
(Relief) (Planographic) (Intaglio)

Each of these techniques has its drawbacks as well as its

strong points, but each has served well in its role of

creating a printed image of music. Engraved music offers a

flexible and freehand method of creating a music image, but is

slow and more costly on the press. Setting music from type is

slow and tedious, but the type, or its duplicate plate, will

endure much longer runs on a faster press. Lithography can

accept almost any drawn, engraved, or type-set image and can be

printed at faster and more economical press speeds. Product
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and process were usually appropriate to each. Books with

music examples and music printed in larger quantities were

usually printed from type. Short run sheet music was typically

printed from engraved plates which had shorter plate prepara-

ion time. Lithography combined the cover illustration and the

music on one plate and the press was faster. Each type of

music usually found the appropriate printing process.
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CHAPTER III

PRINTING MUSIC FROM MOVABLE TYPE

Movable Type in Europe

The story of printing music from type began with the type

itself. The story of type began with Gutenberg, who developed

the process of casting type in individual pieces that were

precisely uniform in height and were interchangeable. Any

letter was similar to any other letter. Boorstin described

Gutenberg's technique of casting type:

The typecasting device is a hinged rectangular box open
at both ends. One end is closed by inserting a matrix,
a flat strip of metal that has been indented by a metal
punch leaving the impression of a letter. The box is
then stood on end, and into the open top is poured molten
metal. When the box cools, it has the raised form of a
letter at the bottom end, then the hinged mold is opened,
and out comes a 'stick' of type.1

As Gutenberg's process for printing from movable type spread

throughout Europe, printers began making punches to stamp

matrices for casting various type faces', including music.

The Music Type of Petrucci and His Successors

In 1501 Ottaviano dei Petrucci working in Fossombrone

near Venice cast notes on individual pieces of type to use for

1 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Discoverers (New York: Random
House, 1983), 510-512.
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multi-impression music printing. This method, which required

three passes through the press with precise positioning of

notes, lines, and text, was too exacting to be commercially

feasible and was used for only a short time. The double and

triple impression method was obviated in France in 1525 when

punchcutter and printer Pierre Haultin (Hautin) cut matrices

which could be used to cast, on one thin vertical piece of

type, a note head combined with a segment of the five line

staff. This was the beginning of single impression printing.

Pierre Attaingnant, the Royal printer in Paris, used this new

type in 1528 to print his Chansons nouvelles and in 1530 his

collection, Dix-neuf chansons en tablature des orques,

espinettes, manicordions.2 A generation later Robert Granjon

cut a set of punches in the system of Haultin in.which the music

characters and staff lines were cast in one piece (Figure 17).

Typefounders and printers in other countries quickly

adopted this method of casting music type with note and parts

of staff lines combined. Different configurations of notes

(diamond, rectangular, lozenge, and round) appeared as the

single impression method emerged as the dominant music printing

3
process. An early German example was printed by Christian

2Otto Kinkeldey, "Music and Music Printing in Incunabula,"
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America XXVI (1932),
114-115.

3 Kathi Meyer and Eva Judd O'Meara, "The Printing of Music,"
The Dolphin II (1935), 173-174.
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Figure 17. Specimens of music type cast from punches and

matrices cut by Robert Granjon, c. 1565. Reprinted
from Daniel Heartz, Pierre Attaingnant: Royal Printer

of Music (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1969), 47.

+

Egenolph in Frankfurt in 1532; this work was entitled the

Odarum Horatii concentus. The Ballard family in France received

a monopoly for this method in 1552.4 Figures 18 and 19

show this music typography of the early sixteenth century.

Figure 18. Odarum Horatii concentus, printed in one impres-
sion by Christian Egenolph, 1532, Frankfurt am Main.
Reprinted from Meyer and O'Meara, 186.
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Figure 19. Opera, Thetis et Pelle printed by Ballard in
France in 1552 in gothic notation. Reprinted from
Meyer and O'Meara, 186.

.tout Incvrs, Vanter La gloire de Ces fcrs.

tout 'Uoivers, Vanrcr la gloire de Ces (fcs.

The Music Type of Breitkopf

The single note for single type system with the stem/

staff combination had severe limitations. For example, it

made the printing of chords and note clusters very difficult.

Developments by Jacques-Francois Rosart in 1749 in France were

further refined by Johann Gottleib Breitkopf in Germany in

1755.5 His more complex system combined many small pieces of

type into a mosaic.6  Each piece of type was cast on the

same size body which was equal to one-fifth of the height

of the staff, or that of one space. All the symbols (notes,

rests, portions of stems and tails) were cast in this common

dimension and could be assembled vertically. A quarter note

(round solid note head occupying the area of one space or

5 Ibid., 195.

6H. Edmond Poole, "Printing of Music," Part I, The New
Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley
Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XV, 243.
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straddling one line), plus the stem made up of several pieces,

could be stacked either up or down. The quarter note could

then become an eighth or a sixteenth note by adding the proper

tail to the stem. This system offered much flexibility and

easily met the notational requirements of the time. Although

its appearance approached that of engraved music, it was not

equal. Figure 20 shows the Breitkopf design and its simi-

larity to music type of the nineteenth century.

Figure 20. Il Trionfo della fedelta by Maria Antonia
Walpurgis, 1756. Printed from Breitkopf's type.
Reprinted from Meyer and O'Meara, 198.
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The Caslon Music Font

When William Caslon, a London metal-worker, in 1720 cut

the punches for an Arabic font for the Christian Knowledge

Society, it was as a result of the support of local printers;

this, in turn, enabled him to open a type foundry. By 1730 he

was the leading type-founder in London. From 1734 to 1748 his

firm issued seven specimen books which listed fonts of Coptik,

Armenian, Syriak, Samaritan, Arabick, Hebrew, and Greek in

addition to English Roman and Italic, English Black and
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Saxon.7 In 1763 the firm, now named Wm. Caslon & Son,

cast type for music and included it in their specimen books of

1764 and 1785. Their 1764 specimen books showed music type in

large and small sizes.8

This foundry attained sufficient reputation that in 1771

specimens of Caslon type, including music, were reproduced in

The History and Art of Printing by P. Luckombe, who used

Caslon music type to illustrate music signs (Figure 21).

Figure 21. Music signs from the Caslon type font. Reprinted
from Luckombe's The History and Art of Printing (London:
J. Johnson, 1771), 475.

The character of the treble Clifr

The Tenor Cliff. A Semibreve.

S: The Bafs Clif. A Minim.

Very quick Time. A Crochet

Slow Time. A Qaver.

7 W. Turner Berry and A. F. Johnson, Catalogue of Speci-
mens of Printing Types by English and Scottish Printers and
Founders 1665-1830 (London: Oxford University Press, 1935),
facsimile edition with new introduction by James Moseley
(New York: Garland Publishing, 1983), 13-21.

8A Specimen of Printing Types (London: Wm. Caslon & Son,
Letter Founders, 1764), no page number.
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Music Type In America

The earliest type fonts used in America were alphabet

type which was mostly imported from England. Although there

were attempts as early as 1735 to cast type in America,

imported type from Europe was used for both alphabet and

musical characters until near the end of the eighteenth

century.

The Caslon Music Font in America

The Caslon foundry furnished most of the music type used

in America in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. Isaiah Thomas of Worcester, Massachusetts, was one

of the first to import Caslon types, and he advertised them in

his own specimen book of 1785.9 The music examples in

his Laus Deo, or The Collection of Sacred Harmony were also

set in Caslon music type. A typical tune book of the early

nineteenth century, The Middlesex Collection of Church Music,

printed by Manning and Lorring in 1808, appears to have been

printed in the Caslon music font. Comparison. of the various

examples of this font may be made from the excerpts shown below.

9A Specimen of Isaiah Thomas's Printing Types. Being as
Large and Complete an Assortment as is to be met with in any
one Printing Office in America. Chiefly Manufactured by the
Great Artist William Caslon, ,Esq., of London. Printed at
Worcester, Massachusetts, by Isaiah Thomas. MDCCLXXXV.
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Figure 22. Specimens of Caslon music type. Reprinted from
H. W. Caslon, III, A Specimen of Printing Types (London:
1786), no page number.

Caslon music type. Reprinted from Laus Deo, or the
Worcester Collection of Sacred Harmony (Worcester, Mass.:
Isaiah Thomas, 1788), 50.

Caslon music type. Reprinted from The Middlesex Col-
lection of Church Music (Cornhill, Mass.: Manning &
Loring, 1808), 161.

6 7_

Type Foundries in America

The earliest attempts to cast alphabetical type in America

occurred in the shop of Christopher Sower in Germantown,

Pennsylvania. These efforts were unsuccessful, and several

decades passed before the art was perfected. Possibly the

first attempt at complete manufacture was made by Abe Buell of

Killingworth, Connecticut, who in 1769 designed, cut, and cast

the first Roman type, but was unsuccessful in manufacturing
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it.10 In 1771 Sower was able to cast German letters from

matrices imported from Germany. Then in 1774, Benjamin

Franklin imported from England the tools for casting type, but

apparently did not use them. He sold them to the Ephrata

Monastery three years later.1 The Pennsylvania Assembly,

perhaps at Franklin's instigation, passed a resolution in 1775

which urged the use of American-made type,12 but the first

successful type foundry to be organized in Philadelphia was

not founded until 1796 when Archibald Binny and James Ronaldson

joined to form a type foundry that was to endure for over one

hundred years and was to become a leader in the casting of

music type. They cast the first $ mark and introduced in

their 1812 specimen book the short s in lieu of the long f
much in use at that time.13 Although their specimen

books of 1809 and 1812 did not contain examples of music type,

they apparently began to cast music type around the turn of

the century.1 4

10 Hel1mut Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America (New York:
R. R. Bowker Co., 1951), 19.

1 1Ibid., 19.

1 2Maurice Annenberg, Type Foundries of America and Their
Catalogs (Baltimore: Maran Printing Services, 1975), 65.

13 Daniel Updike, Printing Types, Their History, Forms, and
Use, 2 vols. (Boston: 1922), new ed. in 2 vols. (New York:
Dover Publications, Inc., 1980), 153.

14 Russell Sanjek, American Popular Music and Its Business,
2 vols. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), 21.
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After 1800, new type foundries were organized, and the

supply of music type cast in the United States increased. In

the December 25, 1809 issue of the Baltimore American, the

Baltimore Type Foundry offered standard sizes of music type

and alphabetical type in sizes of Diamond to French Cannon.15

According to Annenberg,1 6 this foundry evolved from the

printing works of Samuel Sower (a grandson of Christopher

Sower), who began casting type in 1799. In 1808, Sower wrote

about casting type in the extremely small size of Diamond

(four and one-half points)1 7 in Roman and Italic, a remarkable

feat for that time.

Music Typography

The appearance of music printed from type changed many

times in its first years. As the demand for type-set music

expanded in early nineteenth-century America, new foundries

15Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music Engraving and

Printing (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1980), 36.

1 6 Annenberg, op. cit., 50.

17 The point system is a method of graduating the sizes of

type by means of a unit of measurement known as a point which
is one-twelfth of the height of the standard used. From the
beginning of type casting, there was no common standard of

measurement of type, although certain names came to be asso-
ciated with particular sizes. Following the efforts during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries of prominent type founders
to agree upon a standard of measurement, U.S. foundries began
using, in about 1876, the standard of .996 inch equaled 72 points.
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originated new styles and increased the number of sizes of

music type which they offered. The music font expanded from

the capacity to set simple melodies and chords to include fast

moving passages and all kinds of special figures such as

ornaments and grace notes. The changes in music type were

reflected in the specimen books circulated by the type

foundries and in the type-set music of different periods.

Music Type in American Specimen Books

The specimen books published by the type foundries provide

a rich lode of information about music type. When a new music

type face was designed, cut, and cast, it first appeared in

the foundry's specimen book, and only'later when used by the

music printer did it appear in the printed music. Displayed

in the pages of specimen books were the music type faces of

the period, which included the new styles, sizes, and new

characters, such as grace notes, note heads with stems and tails

for vocal music (stems not connected by beams) and for instru-

mental music (stems connected). Some of the music type styles

that appeared in foundry specimen books, printing dictionaries,

and printers' handbooks of the nineteenth century are shown

in the various examples that follow.

Examples of the changes that occurred in the fifty year

period following the introduction of Caslon music type in 1786

may be seen in Figure 23, which shows the music type of
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Caslon, The Musical Reader of 1819, and the Johnson & Smith

foundry in 1834.

Figure 23. Music types of Caslon (a), The Musical Reader (b),
and Johnson & Smith (c). Reprinted from A Specimen of

Printing Types (London: Wm. Caslon III, 1786), no page
number; Thomas Hastings, The Musical Reader (Utica, N.Y.:
William Williams, 1819), 16 andSpecimen of Printing Types
and Ornaments (Philadelphia: Johnson & Smith, 1834), no
page number.

a.

The Conner & Cooke Foundry designed and cast music type

with two sizes of note heads on the same staff. Their 1834

specimen book displayed this dual music type in two sizes,

Diamond No. 1 and Nonpareil No. 2 (Figure 24). The Geo.

Bruce & Co. type foundry created a unique system of

setting music type which eliminated the problem of breaks in

staff lines. The specimen pages of their music type were

apparently of enough significance to be included in the 1844

edition of the printers' handbook, Typographia, by Thomas

Adams1 8 (Figure 25).

1 8 Thomas Adams, Typographia: or the Printer's Instructor
(Philadelphia: 1844 second edition), facsimile edition with
introduction by John Bidwell (New York: Garland Pub., 1981),
210.
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Figure 24. The two sizes of music type offered by the
Conner & Cooke Foundry in 1834. Reprinted from
A Miniature Specimen of Printing Types and Ornaments
from the Type and Stereotype Foundry of Conner & Cooke
(New York: Conner & Cooke, 1834), no page number.

Diamond music no. 1 Nonpareil music no. 2

- tr r ejirL"-

SLL L
SI I

-i-I ~~~

Figure 25. Specimen of music type of the Geo. Bruce foundry.
Reprinted from Specimens of Printing Types Cast by Geo.
Bruce & Co. (New York: Geo. Bruce, 1848), no page number.

,,vt~ * a ~a

a

loo.,

The Conner & Sons' sheet displayed pearl-diamond size

music type and exhibited examples of type for voice, pianoforte,

organ, melodeon, voice and guitar, flute or violin, grace notes,

and other characters.

Ei r -i
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Figure 26. Conner & Sons music type. Reprinted from Specimens
of Printing Types and Ornaments Cast by James Conner &
Sons (New York: Conners United States Type Foundry, 1854),
no page number.

Music type for pianoforte

-p--r - IL~-~-~-f; :;F

* *- *

Music type for voice

V-1. 
IE-0.

oll 771
f

The L. Johnson Foundry of Philadelphia, which was a contin-

uation of the original Binny & Ronaldson Foundry of 1796, con-

tinued to cast music type, and in 1857 displayed Excelsior,

Diamond No. 1 and No. 2, Agate No. 1 and No. 2, and Nonpareil

No. 1 and No. 2. Figure 27 shows their Diamond Music and Agate

Music.

Figure 27. Music type offered by the L. Johnson Foundry.
Reprinted from Specimens of Printing Types, Plain and
Ornamental Borders, Cuts, Rules, Dashes, etc. from the
Foundry of L. Johnson (Philadelphia: 1857), no page
number.

Diamond music type

Or

Agate music type

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _-

.(I

ktrr-

1"M == -- -i_=
i I ----

v
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Johnson also offered patent (shape) notes in any of their music

fonts, and their hymn music examples showed notes of two sizes

on the same staff.

The MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan foundry, successor to L.

Johnson & Co. and music type specialists, added music fonts in

Diamond No. 3, Nonpareil No. 3, and plain chant notes on a

four-line staff (Figure 28).

Figure 28. MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan foundry music type.
Reprinted from The Printers' Handy Book of Specimens
(Philadelphia: MacKellar, Smiths & Jordan, 1876), no
page number.

Diamond no. 3 type

_____________________________________________________Ido

Nopaei n. tp

-H- -. . ~M.

-1 0 0

11m, ow --b- R

AM . __ _ _ _

A I . I
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The F. H. Gilson Co. commenced business in 1878 in Boston

and within a few years became the outstanding music typographer

and later music printer in the United States. Figure 29

illustrates the difference in the width of their note heads

which are described as round, oval, and extended. The height

of the staves and the width between barlines is the same. The

Figure 29. Music type of F. H. Gilson music typographer.
Reprinted from F. H. Gilson, Music Typographer and
Specimens of Music Types (Boston: F. H. Gilson,
1885), 22.

AGATE ROUND.

AGATE OVAL.

AGATE EXTENDED.

notes were made larger without taking up any additional space

and the designer claimed that extended note heads improved

legibility. Their 1905 specimen book showed music type for

theory books as well (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Music type for use in instruction books.

Reprinted from The Book of Specimens, Stanhope Press

(Boston: F. H. Gilson Co., 1905), no page number.

APPLIED COUNTERPOINT. Par. is.

3. *6)' ( (5-) 4+ 3 3 7 3 (6) 4+ (>.L6 BACH.

g I a V I C 7II (I) V7  I

Music Type Names and Sizes

The different sizes of movable type in the nineteenth

century prior to the adoption of a standard point system

were denoted by names inherited from the past. Excelsior,

Diamond, Pearl, Agate, and Nonpareil were the names of the

sizes used for music type and referred to the vertical dimen-

sion of the body of the type which in turn controlled the

staff height. The body of the type was usually larger than

the printing surface. Figure 31 illustrates the nomenclature

of a piece of type.

Figure 31. Nomenclature of a piece of type. Reprinted from
Warren Chappell, A Short History of the Printed Word
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1970), 50.

Face Hair-line

PittMark
Stem. Counter

Bodyor
Shank Serifs Beard or

Neck

Groove Nick Shoulder

Feet
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The following figure compares the vertical sizes as

signified by historical names with the point system sizes.

Figure 32. Music type sizes by name and point size. Reprinted
from J. Luther Ringwalt, ed. American Encyclopedia of
Printing (Philadelphia: Menamin & Ringwalt and J. B.
Lippincott, 1871) reprint, New York and London: Garland
Publishing, 1981, 470.

Size name - alphabet type music type points
BRILLIANT -

abederghijkiwaoqrstuvvyv ABCDEFOHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ Exc e l s i o r 4
DIA MOND:

abodefghijklmnopqrtuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXTZ Di amond 412
EAabedergijkmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ Pe a r1 5

AGATE:Ag tabcdefghijklmn2pqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV Ag a t e 5
NONPAREIL:

abcdefghijkmnopqrstuvwxyz ABCDEFGIIIJKLMNOPQRST Nonp a re i l 6

The five sizes of music type as described by their

historical names and their point system sizes are shown below.

Figure 33. Comparative sizes of music type. Reprinted from
F. H. Gilson, no page number.

I a -4 t
-7--- - -r77 -ow

Excelsior
4 points

Diamond
4 points

Pearl
5 points

ipto 1 1 1'1

Agate
5 points

Nonpareil
6 points

The horizontal dimension of music type was measured in widths

denoted as No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 (Figure 34).

Another system of horizontal measurement related to the width

Iw-I i I I M I m

w ff 9
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of the type body (the width of the mold) which was measured in

units called ems. The size of an em was determined by the

Figure 34. Comparative music type body widths. Reprinted
from Thomas MacKellar, The American Printer, A Manual
of Typography (Philadelphia: The MacKellar Smiths &
Jordan, 1889), 115.

Xo\\.,\ ared|, No.\\ 1,10 20 30 40 60 0

Nae, No. i43

1 I I i~llIillIIllIlll ll1l Illliil

10 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 t09t 0

Diaond, No. j.

Excelsior.

1 0 p 3 0 3 0 0 0 G 0p 1 0 0 9 Q 1 00 1 0 20uilg ul

square of the body. The horizontal and vertical dimensions of

music type gauged according to the system are illustrated in

Figure 35. The sizes of note heads cast on a particular body

varied. Often two sizes of note heads and other characters

were cast on the same size bodies as shown in Figure 36 where

the main notes and the cue notes occupy the same lateral space.
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Figure 35. Comparative horizontal and vertical
type. Reprinted from MacKellar, 114.

sizes of music

EXCELSIOR.

EXCELSIOR No. 2.

DIAMONDNo. r.

DIAMOND No.s.

DIAMOND No.3-

AGATE No.3.

NONPAREIL No. 3-

0 0 A

Figure 36. Different size note heads on same body size.
Reprinted from Specimens of Printing Types and Ornaments
(New York: James Conner & Sons, 1854), no page number.

Grace Notes and other Characters.

_f 4-

-. # - I-

The Music Type Font

The makeup of a music type font consisted of such indi-

vidual characters as note heads, stems, prefixes, hooks,

E
-1 1

-- r OF
ol
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slurs, tie pieces, staff lines, clefs, bars, and spaces. Some

of the individual characters or pieces of music type are

illustrated in Figure 37 (a) and (b).

Figure 37. Individual music characters in a music type font.
Reprinted from Theodore Low DeVinne, Modern Methods of
Book Composition (New York: Oswald Publishing, 1902),
214-218.

(a) Separate characters

NOTE HEADS. .

PREFIXES.

SLURS.

[One of four series.]

STEMS.

1100K(.

TIE PIECES.

[One of five series.]

CLEFS AND BARS.STAFF LINES.

(b) Separate and combined characters

Space. Line. Together. Space. Line. Together.

~or _

Line. Space. Together. Line. Space. Together.

3p 

2

A I inrt. To#e% er Apart. Tcter

e -e

To-ether.

Toget her.

Apart.

Apart.

Figure 38 illustrates the manner in which a total of ninety-

five individual pieces were assembled to set one measure.
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Figure 38. The individual pieces of type required for a
measure of music. Reprinted from F. H. Gilson, Music
Book Printing (Boston: F. H. Gilson, 1897), 9.

z. My coun - try,
2. My na t ive
. Let mu sic

4. Our fa - thers'

-- - -406~

-ms m - enmsme

z. My count try,
2. My na tive
3. Let mu *sic

4. Our fa thers'
m m mm n

Ihe black bars
in the expanded
version indicate
the presence of
spacing material.

Breaks in the Staff Lines

Breaks in staff lines and in stems appeared where the

type joined. Music type that was worn, of poor quality, or of

early nineteenth-century manufacture tended to have more gaps.

The appearance of breaks in printed music revealed that the

music image was set in type. As typecasting skills improved

and hand cast type was replaced with type cast by machines, the

breaks (or joins as they were called) diminished. The following

figure compares the breaks in early and late nineteenth-century

type-set music.

Figure 39.
1880.
and C.
York:

Breaks in staff lines of music printed in 1819 and
Reprinted from Hastings, The Musical Reader, 16,
E. Leslie and R. H. Randall, The Conqueror (New
Wm. A. Pond, 1880), 11.

1819 1880

i. Swell the anthem raise the song, Prais-es
Alto.

2d, kd 4t , 51.. -t - ko i

1st, 2d, ~3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Sth,or 1st
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As in all printed music the music type was set in

reverse. The music type form illustrated in Figure 40

contains breaks in the staff lines and stems which were

caused by worn type.

Figure 40. Music type form with breaks in the staff lines
and stems. Photographs courtesy of Owen Stout.
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Kerned Music Type

Many of the individual characters in a music font were

kerned; that is, part of the character extended over one or

both sides onto the adjacent body. Many italic letters such

as d, g, j, 1, and y are kerned on one side; others such as f

are kerned on both sides. Almost half of the total characters

of a music font were kerned.19 Figure 41 illustrates a kerned

alphabet and some typical kerned music type.

Figure 41. Kerned letters and music type. Reprinted from
Specimen Book and Catalogue (Jersey City, N.J.: American
Type Founders, 1923), no page number, and List of Charac-
ters, Agate Music Type No. 3 (Paoli, Indiana: Stout's
Print Shop, n.d.),-1-10.

Kerne. letterS

a be I
mo qse

Kerned Music Type.
one side both sides

9 40

T14

This extension contributed to the fragile nature of the

music type and contributed to the tendency of parts of the

type to break off during the printing process. The introduc-

1 9 Interview with Owen Stout.
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tion in the early nineteenth century of the stereotype and

electrotype system20 of duplicating typeforms eliminated

this problem. Music type was distributed back into the cases,

which reduced the wearing of the type. All of the musical

characters lying between the staves in Figure 42 are kerned as

they extend over the adjacent spacing material.

Figure 42., A music type form with kerned characters.
Photograph courtesy of Owen Stout.

The Music Type Font Scheme

The music type font consisted of many musical characters

such as clefs, notes, stems, rests, and the like. The

20 The technique of making duplicate plates. For more
detailed explanation see Chapter IV below.
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quantity of the characters differed with the design of the

font. Breitkopf's font contained about three hundred

characters. Fournier reduced the quantity to about one hundred

sixty.2 1 The Geo. Bruce & Co. Foundry cast music type in

even fewer characters. In their 1848 specimen book they

showed a case layout of the characters that made up a unique

font. Following is Bruce's explanation of how it worked.

The music type is a combination of cast characters and
rules. The rules are a body of the size of the space
between the rules, in combination with which they form
perfect characters. In this way the same type which
forms the head of the crotchet serves also for the head
of the quaver, semi-quaver . . . The characters are
analyzed and reduced to their elements, thirty of these
sections producing every imaginable combination of notes.
There are no kerned characters -. . . the flats, sharps,
and other characters belonging to the stave are adapted
in the same manner as the notes, so that the lines can be
extended in one piece across the page.2 2

This unusual music font alleviated the problem of breaks in

the staff lines which existed in most early nineteenth-century

type-set music. The music characters were split into two or

more parts and positioned above and below the staff lines which

were continuous rules. Figure 43 shows the staff lines

without breaks, and Figure 44 illustrates the clef signs and

time signatures divided into two or more parts. Apparently no

provision was made for ties as none are shown in the case

layout and font scheme (Figure 45).

2 1Meyer and O'Meara, op. cit., p. 198.

2 2 Specimens of Printing Types Cast by Geo. Bruce & Co.
(New York: Geo. Bruce, 1848), no page number.
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Figure 43. Staff lines without breaks. Reprinted from Geo.
Bruce foundry. No page number. Figures 44 and 45
reprinted from Geo. Bruce foundry.

ISIC, NO. L

ik id I ie

MOE 0AA fr~

McUIC, NO.5L.__L
Figure 44. Clef signs and time signatures from the Bruce foundry.

.r

Figure 45. The Bruce case layout and font scheme.

XIXi r J /00 WKi~ i

beA go tb

emq. qadas mq. qadt

Penq. +c

Bruce's system with its eighty-six pieces of type contrasts

sharply with a more typical music font of the mid-nineteenth

century which contained approximately 320 characters and spaces

and required three cases (Figure 46).
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Figure 46. Typical music font of mid-nineteenth century.
Reprinted from MacKellar, 117-119.

Music upper case

-M~u .* s~ - +- + s

Ole - %%enS=

~ +

was - -q+ad-3- Ke

4-

-6_0

quadrate

----- r line quadrate.- - nequadrate.

6 ... lineem ineem
e quadrate quadrate
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Figure 46 (continued). Typical music font of mid-nineteenth
century.

Music side case

-
ad,-e*00(6o ow2 5 4 56 6 7

hi aPed.ia2 2 * hAa 9tr Ts Jon1

but-g did-0HavO caace0frth i00008. lhae tp

m r Cisems.

t - - - -fI I

7711 77~~ITYF

DeVinne illustrated an early twentieth century scheme

that contained approximately 260 characters. This font

apparently did not have characters for tenor and alto clef,

but did have a character for the piano pedal. Alphabet type

was used in combination with the music font to set the words

of the text and for dynamic and tempo directions.2

Music Type Punches, Matrices, and Type Casting

The earliest movable type was made by the printers, but

soon its casting was taken over mostly by type founders. Type

manufacture required specialized skills including design,

2 3 DeVinne, op. cit., 220-223.
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punchcutting, and casting. Foremost was the skill of the

punchcutter which determined the success of the typeface.

Gutenberg's skill as a silversmith, for example, helped him

make the punches with which he made the matrices for casting

his type.

The process of making a punch began with the counterpunch,

a soft steel strip that was cut away so that the remaining

portion resembled the vacant (un-inked) portion of a letter.

After it was hardened, it was struck into the end of a short

bar of soft steel so as to make an identation. The punchcutter

then cut away the outer edges of .the bar to complete the out-

line of the completed letter. Figure 47 illustrates the

counterpunch and punch.

Figure 47. The counterpunch and punch. Reprinted from
Chappell, 43.

The finished punch was hardened so that it would penetrate a

copper blank. When the punch was struck into the copper, it

made an impression of the letter in reverse. The copper,

after being impressed with the punch, was then trimmed,

positioned, and aligned at which time it was designated the
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drive. The drive was then fitted to make the face of the type

precisely uniform in width and depth with the other faces in

the font. When this process was completed, the drive became

the matrix which was positioned at the bottom of the mold to

receive the molten metal that formed the individual piece of

type.2 4

The mold in which the body of the type was formed

consisted of two parts of hardened steel, one of which was

adjustable to the proper width of the character. The

individual piece of type, when removed from the mold, had a

wedge-shaped jet which was removed by hand. The type was then

dressed and polished.2 5 Figure 48 shows the punch, drive,

matrix, unfinished type with jet, and finished type.

Figure 48. Drawings of a punch, drive, matrix, unfinished type,
and finished type. Reprinted from James Eckman, The Heri-
tage of the Printer (Philadelphia: North American Pub-
lishing, 1965), 224-225.

Punch. Drive Matrix Unfinished Finished
Type With Jet Type

2 4 Type metal is a composition of lead, tin, antimony and
copper.

25 W. Turner Berry and A. F. Johnson, Catalogue of Speci-
mens of Printing Types (London: Oxford University Press, 1935),
xx-xxi i.
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Shape Note Type

An interesting chapter in the history of nineteenth-

century American music was the story of shape notes and shape

note type. As a controversial, cultural and peculiarly

American music phenomena, shape notes were embraced with

fervor by those who, without formal music training, used them

to learn to sing religious and folk music. Considered lower

class by the more learned musicians and urban critics, shape

note music existed outside the musical mainstream. Its no-

tational system was designed to assist musically untrained

singers to learn to read music and to sing the hymns and folk

music tunes that were a part of their culture. The shape note

movement, which encompassed a significant part of nineteenth-

century American music, was recorded in the many shape note

tunebooks that flowed from the presses of the shape note

enthusiasts who compiled, printed, and sold their music. The

source of shape note music type, however, has been elusive.

The earliest shape note tune books were engraved, but in

the first few years after 1800, they began to appear in prints

made from type or duplicate stereotype plates. Since the shapes

of the note heads were not a part of a typical music font, the

process of shape note printing was more complicated. During the

nineteenth century, several systems of shape notes were

introduced, and each required its own specially cast note heads.

It is probable that some of the early tunebook printers made the
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punches and matrices themselves, and then cast the note heads

and melded them into the conventional music type font.

The first American tune book to contain shape notes was

The Easy Instructor, published by William Little and William

Smith in 1802. A year later Andrew Law published The Art

of Singing. These shape note systems were almost identical,

except that Law used no staff lines and interchanged the

shapes of fa and la. Figure 49 shows the shape notes of the

systems of Law and Little and Smith.

Figure 49. Shape note music type from the tune books of Little
and Smith (a) and Andrew Law (b). Reprinted from William
Little and William Smith, The Easy Instructor (Albany:
Printed by Charles R. and George Webster and Daniel Steele,
1802), no page number, and Andrew Law, The Art of Singing:
in Three Parts (Cambridge, Mass.: W. Hilliard, 1803), 102.

41s the road that leads to deth, And tbousn1s wak P

William Little is presumed to have been a printer in

Philadelphia and is credited as being the inventor of the

shape note system. Following six engraved editions of The

Easy Instructor, the copyright was assigned to three Albany,

New York, printers who printed all subsequent editions from
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type.2 6 According to Lowens, the type was "specifically

designed for the shape note system . . . by William Wood or

Obadiah R. Van Benthuysen." 2 7 Van Benthuysen was associated

with The Easy Instructor during its entire life as its typo-

grapher and later as its printer. According to Russell Sanjek,

the shape note type for Andrew Law's The Art of Singing came

from the Philadelphia type foundry of Binny and Ronaldson.
2 8

Since Law's shape notes were placed on staff lines, there was

a difference between his shapes and those of Little and Smith.

The success of The Easy Instructor encouraged the publi-

cation of other tune books, and many of them had different

shape note configurations. Although the source of the music

type for these various shape note systems has not been deter-

mined, it is known that a patent for casting and the use of

shape note types was granted to one George Webster, presumed

to be the agent of the Albany printers.2 9 The statement

"The Music Types used in printing this book are secured to the

Proprietors by Patent Right." appeared in lieu of the

Copyright Notice.3 0 This patent may have been the origin of

the term "patent notes, " one of the several names applied to

shape notes.

2 6 Lowens, op. cit., 129. 2 7 Lowens, op. cit., 131.

2 8 Russell Sanjek, American Popular Music and Its Business,
2 vols. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988), II, 21.

2 9Lowens, op. cit., 135. 3 0 Lowens, op. cit., 136.
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By 1816 fifteen different shape note tune books had

appeared with one in each of the frontier areas of Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania, and Cincinnati. In 1816 Ananias Davison, using

shape-note music type of unknown origin,31 printed The

Kentucky Harmony (Figure 50).

Figure 50. Shape notes from The Kentucky Harmony. Reprinted
from Ananias Davison, A Small Collection of Sacred Music
Chiefly Taken from the Kentucky Harmony and Supplement
(Harrison, Virginia: Ananias Davison, 1825), 7.

LESSONS FOR TUNING THE VOICE.
THE EIGHT NOTES.

Davison apparently furnished the shape note music font

available to Joseph Funk, whose German Choral Harmony was

published in 1816 for the German-speaking people of the region.

Funk converted his log cabin school house in 1847 to a print

shop where he printed approximately forty-nine publications

during his life. His works included scores of bugle signals

for a Confederate drill book of 1862.32

By the 1840's, the popularity of the seven-note system

had outstripped that of the four-note compilations and brought

3 1 Harry Lee Eskew, Shape-Note Hymnody in the Shenandoah
Valley, 1816-1860 (Ph.D. dissertation, Tulane University,
1966; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms., 67-3821), 74.

3 2Eskew, op. cit., 73.
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to an end their publication. Between 1810 and 1866, twelve

different seven-note systems were introduced. Altogether there

33
were approximately thirty-three different shapes. The

shape note heads were cast probably by the printers of the

tune books and by type foundries. In 1848, the Geo. Bruce &

Co. Foundry noted the availability of shape notes in their

specimen book (Figure 51).

Figure 51. Shape note type from the Geo. Bruce & Co. Foundry.
Reprinted from Bruce, no page number.

New notation systems continued to be introduced througout

the remainder of the century. One of the more bizarre, that

of A. & J. Fillmore, was published in 1884 under the title,

The Congregation, which had numbers inside the noteheads (Figure 52).

Figure 52. The Fillmcre notation system. Reprinted from
Jas. H. Fillmore, The Congregation (Cincinnati: James H.
Fillmore, 1877), 86.

3. 0 God, 0 good be - yond com - pare! If thus thy mean-er works are fair--
If thus thy beau-ties gild the span Of ru- in'dearth and sin - ful man; How glorious L

33W. Thomas Marrocco, "The Notation in American Sacred
Music Collection," Acta Musicologica XXXVI/II-III (April-
Sept. 1964), 129-140, plate v.
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In their 1905 The Book of Specimens, the Gilson Co. exhibited

their shape note fonts (Figure 53) with the statement:

Two sets of plates, one in shaped notes and one in
round notes, can be made at one time much cheaper than
at two separate times, by changing the note heads in
the type page and making an extra electrotype.3 4

Figure 53. Shape note type from F. H. Gilson Co. Reprinted
from The Book of Specimens, Stanhope Press (Boston:
F. H. Gilson Co., 1905), 236.

EXCELSIOR.

DIAMOND.

AGATE.

I N

Nineteenth-Century Type-Set Music

Throughout the nineteenth century there was considerable

diversity in the appearance of printed music. The amount of

music printed by'all processes increased and the difference

depended upon the particular music type style or the engravers'

punches that were used. Figure 55 illustrates some of the

changes in appearance of type-set music.

The shape note movement remained vigorous even into the

twentieth century, and tune book journals promoted the works of

3 4The Book of Specimens, Stanhope Press (Boston: F. H.
Gilson Co., 1905), 236.
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the tune book publishers. The Musical Million, published from

1870 to 1914, provided monthly information about singing

schools, music books, and moral literature of the move-

ment.3 5 Music printer and typographer, F. H. Gilson &

Co. of Boston, promoted the production of shape and conven-

tional type (Figure 54).

Figure 54. Hymn set in shape note type (a) and in conventional

type (b). Reprinted from F. H. Gilson, Music Book Printing
(Boston: F. H. Gilson Co., 1897), 23.

Hymn set in shape note type

No. 57. Onward, Christian Soldiers.
GOULD. SULLIVAN.

I. On-ward,Chris-tian sol - diers! Marching as to war, With the cross of
a.-2. Like a might-y ar - my,MovestheChurchof God; Brothers we are

3. Crowns and thronesmay per I- sh, Kngdomsrise and wane, But theChurchof
4. On-ward, then, ye peo - pie ! Join our hap. py throng; Blend with ours your

Hymn set in conventional music type

No. 57. Onward, Christian Soldiers.
Gov-. SULLIVAN.

. On-ward,Chris-tan sol - diers! Marching as to war, With the cross of
b. 2. Like a might-y ar - my,MoVestheCburchof God;Brothers we are

8. Crowns and thrones may per - ish, Kugdoms rise and wane. But theChurchof
4. On-ward, then, ye peo - pie! Jol our hap- py throng; Blend with ours your

3 5 Paul M. Hall, The Musical Million: A Study and Analysis
of the Periodical Promoting Reading Through Shape-Notes in
North America from 1870 to 1914 (D.M.A. dissertation, The
Catholic University of America, 1970; Ann Arbor, Mich.:
University Microfilms, 70-21, 854), 3.
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Figure 55. Music type styles of nineteenth century type-set
music. Reprinted from Hastings; Lowell Mason, The Modern
Psalmist (Boston: J. H. Wilkins and R. B. Carter, 1840),
16; George Clark, The Free Soil Minstrel (New York:
Martyn & Ely, 1848), 22; and J. F. Hanks, A Complete
system for the Violin (Boston: George P. Reed & Co.,

1851), 37.

Thomas Hastings, The Musical Reader, 1819.

1st variety. 2d variety.

Lowell Mason,.The Modern Psalmist, 1840.

r*

Martyn & Ely, The Free Soil Minstrel, 1848.

t
Slave power is trem-bllng is trem - bled be - fore, The

I- __ I r ~

J. F. Hanks, A Complete System for the Violin, 1851.
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Figure 55 continued. Music type styles. Reprinted from Root,
The Pilgrim Fathers (New York: Mason Brothers, 1854), 5;
Heinrich Wohlfahrt, Guide to Musical Composition (Boston:
Oliver Ditson & Co., 1859), 53; W. H. W. Darley and J. C. B.
Standbridge, Cantus Ecclesiae, or the Sacred Choristers
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co., 1866), 7; F. Van
Duzer and H. Knight, Let Us Pass This Goodly Measure
(Galveston: Thos. Goggan & Bro., 1885), 1.

George F. Root, The Pilgrim Fathers, 1854.

TEx0A.Tvoa. - -

How long, 0 how long shall op pres -siou's dark

Heinrich Wohlfahrt, Guide to Musical Composition, 1859.

- Ground chords.

- -U- - -U- -~- "0-

W.H.W. Darley and J.C.B. Standbridge, Cantus Ecclesiae, 1866.

(IiI--
El

bow"J

F. Van Duzer and H. Knight, Let Us Pass This Goodly Measure, 1885.
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Music typography by the turn of the century had attained

a sophistication that was exemplified in the type-set music

products of the F. H. Gilson Co. of Boston. Their specimen

books of 1885, 1897, 1905, and 1915 indicated the high state

of the craft of printing music from type. In 1897, their Music

Book Printing described their capabilities of setting music

type and of printing music. It provided hints on the

preparation of copy, paging of hymn and tune books, and music

proofreading. It showed examples of the kinds of music they

printed and specimens of shape note and tonic sol-fa type.

It described their capacity to produce music electrotype

plates, engraved plates, and music type forms. Gilson printed

from letterpress, engraving, and lithographic presses.36

36 F. H. Gilson Co. (Boston: Stanhope Press, 1915), 31-32.
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CHAPTER IV

MUSIC PRINTING FROM DUPLICATE PLATES

"As the principal object of stereotype is to procure a

cheaper rather than a better mode of printing, economy is of

the first importance." With this blunt introductory sentence,

Charles Brightly of Bungay, England, in 1809, described the

economic justification for using the process of casting

stereotype plates.1

Stereotype Plates

Stereotyping was the technique developed to cast a

duplicate plate from an original layup of type, or from a wood

cut or engraved plate. 2 The word stereotype was derived

from the Greek word stereos, fixed, and typos, form (type).

The literal meaning signified a fixed form of metal. The

three principal methods of casting stereotypes were based upon

the use of the mold materials, plaster, clay, or papier mache.

1 Charles Brightly, The Method of Founding Stereotype
(London: R. Phillips, 1809), 7.

2 Howard Lockwood, American Dictionary of Printing and
Bookmaking (New York: Howard Lockwood & Co., 1894), new ed.
with critical and historical notes by Robert E. Runser
(Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1967), 526.

3J. Luther Ringwalt, ed., merican Encyclopaedia of
Printing (Philadelphia: Menamin & Ringwalt, 1871), new ed.
with critical and historical notes by Daniel Traister (New
York: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1981), 443.
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The first attempt to create a stereotype was at the end

of the seventeenth century when a Leyden bookseller, Van der

Mey, with clergyman Johannes Muller, soldered together the

bottoms of the type form to facilitate the printing of a

Bible. About 1700, the Parisian printer, Gabriel Valleyre,

used clay molds to cast calendar plates from brass. In 1775,

Benjamin Franklin's nephew, Benjamin Mecom, of Philadelphia,

cast plates for several pages of the New Testament.4 John

Watts was the first to stereotype a complete book in America,

The Larger Catechism, which was printed in 1812. David Bruce,

a New York City typefounder, experimented with stereotyping

and in 1814 cast stereotype plates for a bourgeois (nine point)

New Testament and a nonpareil (six point) school Bible. He

invented a planing and levelling machine to eliminate the

problem of irregular and uneven plates which resuJlted from the

use of warped molds. This breakthrough finally made stereo-

typing commercially feasible. By 1820 there were five

stereotypers in New York City, and by 1830 there were nine.5

The new process was first used for books which were reprinted

frequently. Music hymn and tune books soon were stereotyped

as their popularity warranted.6

4 Lockwood, op. cit., 526.

5Lockwood, op. cit.,, 527.

6 Hellmut-Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America (New York:
R. R. Bowker Co., 1951), 81.
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The Stereotype Process

The first step in making a stereotype form was to make

the mold. Type-high spacing material was placed around the

type form which was locked up in an iron frame called a chase

or flask. The chase was placed in a molding press (Figure

56), and the form was rubbed with oil which prevented the mold

from sticking to the type. The viscous molding material was

spread over the form in a thin layer in a manner similar to

that of pouring waffle batter onto a waffle iron.

Figure 56. Stereotype molding press. Reprinted from R. Hoe,
Catalogue of Stereotyping and Electrotyping Machinery
(New York: R. Hoe & Co., 1881), 113.

When the mold hardened, it was placed in an iron casting

pan and covered with a lid (Figure 57).

Figure 57. Stereotype casting pan. Reprinted from R. Hoe, 113.
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The molten type meta17 was then poured into the pan and

over the mold where it formed the stereotype plate. When the

plate cooled, it was shaved, trimmed, and mounted on a printing

block. The stereotype process varied according to the mold

materials which were used. Stereotype plates were usually

less than one quarter of an inch thick.

Advantages of Stereotyping

Many advantages accrued to the printer and publisher who

used stereotype plates. The plates could be stored or shipped

at less cost than the original forms, and duplicate plates

could be sold or rented. A smaller.amount of type was required

since the type could be redistributed into the cases for

immediate re-use; and since standing forms of the original

type were no longer required, reruns were more feasible. The

ability to make duplicate plates was of particular advantage

when printing music because music type had many kerns and was

more fragile than alphabet type. Excessive wearing of the

original type was eliminated by the use of the stereotype

plate. The breaks or joins in the staff lines caused by worn

type or imperfect joining of the individual music characters

could be eliminated by re-ruling the staff lines in the

stereotype mold prior to casting the plate.8 Figure 58

'An alloy of lead, tin, and antimony.

8 William Gamble, Music Engraving and Printing (London:
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1923), 204.
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shows the appearance of such type-set staff lines before and

after correction.

Figure 58. Specimen of music type with imperfect joining of
the rules. Reprinted from William Gamble, Music Engraving
and Printing (London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1923), 206.

-F - t - -A-np w

-V A.fff>

Figure 59. Specimen of music type after correcting the imper-
fect joining of the lines. Reprinted from Gamble, 186.

4- ..

Electrotype Plates

Electrotyping was the art of making a.duplicate printing

plate by separating the metals in a copper salts solution by

electric current and depositing them in solid form on a mold

which was made by impressing a sheet of wax on the type form.

Although the electrotype process was not widely used in the

United States until after the mid--nineteenth century, it was

invented in 1837 by Thomas Spencer of Liverpool, England, who

accidentally stumbled on the electrolytic technique that led
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to making electrotype printing plates. In 1841, Joseph Adams,

a wood engraver with Harper Bros. in New York City, made an

electrotype that was used by Mape's Magazine. He also

electrotyped illustrations for Harper's Family-Bible which was

issued from 1842 to 1844. John Wilcox of Boston further refined

the electrotype process, and his techniques were used for the

next twenty-five years.9 In 1872, the plating dynamo

replaced the storage battery as a power source and reduced

substantially the processing time. The molding press was

replaced by a mechanized hydraulic press. When the half-tone

process for reproducing photographs on printing plates was

introduced in the late 1880's, the electrotype process was

further improved.10

The Electrotype Process

The electrotype plate making process began with

impressing the form under pressure into a wax sheet. This

shell was then suspended in a galvanic bath of copper salts

which, when charged with electricity, deposited itself evenly

over the face of the mold and penetrated the most remote

recesses left by the typeform. When the film of copper

was sufficiently thick, it was removed from the wax. and filled

9 From Xylographs to Lead Molds (Cincinnati: The Rapid
Electrotype Co., 1921), 31.

1 0 Ibid., 33.

1 1 Lockwood, op. cit., 153.
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in on the back with a mixture of molten tin and type-metal

which stiffened the plate, making it approximately one-tenth

to one-sixth of an inch thick. Finally, the plate was planed,

trimmed, beveled, and mounted on a block for printing.

The basic equipment used to make electrotype plates

consisted of a screw molding press, black leading machine,

the precipitating vat, plate hangers, and trimming and shaving

saws. Figure 60 shows some of this equipment. The black-leading

machine was used to apply a non-sticking coat to the type form

prior to making the wax impression.

Figure 60. Electrotype equipment.

Screw molding press.
Reprinted from Lockwood, 158.

Plate suspended in battery.
Reprinted from Ringwalt, 153.

40 r
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Figure 60 continued. Electrotype equipment.

Black-leading machine. Electrotyping Battery.
Reprinted from Ringwalt, 154. Reprinted from Lockwood, 161.

mom

0 0?

Advantages of the Electrotype

The principal advantages of the electrotype were

longevity and fidelity. The copper plate was harder and wore

more slowly than the original type and as a result could

withstand long runs with only slight wear. The plate printed

an image of much greater detail than the stereotype. Its

cost, in addition to the cost of setting the original type,

was greater than that of the stereotypes, but its capability

for printing long runs justified the additional expense. 1 2

Except for its higher initial cost and greater durability, it

possessed the same advantages of the stereotype plate.

12 Gamble, op. cit., 4.
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It is difficult to determine from the appearance of

type-set music whether it was printed directly from type

or from a duplicate plate, although the technique of re-ruling

the staff lines in the mold can sometimes provide a necessary

clue. An early example of music printed from a stereotype

plate is the fourth edition of Samuel Dyer's Philadelphia

Selection of Sacred Music, which was printed from stereotype

plates in 1828 (Figure 61).

Figure 61. Music printed from stereotype plates. Reprinted
from Samuel Dyer's Philadelphia Selection of Sacred Music

(New York: Printed by D. Fanshaw, 1828), no page number.

N~ 86. TRI.1P1ET, C. M.

DIERATO STACCATO.

SYMPHONY.

Dyer wrote in the preface: "The demand for this edition of

tunes appearing to be regular and increasing, the compiler has

been induced to stereotype it., 13

1 3 Samuel Dyer, Dyer's Philadelphia Selection of Sacred
Music Consisting of Approved Psalm Tunes (New York: Printed
by D. Fanshaw, 1828), no page number.
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The advantages of stereotyping became obvious when one

considers the 1804 edition of the entire Bible, which the

Philadelphia publisher, Mathew Carey, set in type and locked

up the pages for printing in anticipation of demand.

According to Kubler,14 the weight of the type must have

amounted to 25,000 pounds and the project required innumerable

chases and column rules. Carey's capital outlay must have

been immense. Much effort and expense would have been saved

if the stereotype process had been available only a few years

earlier.

Early on it became the practice to convert original type

forms to stereotype or electrotype plates in order to print

the additional editions which resulted from the demand for a

successful work. According to Lehmann-Haupt, "As stereotyping

and electrotyping became less expensive, printing from plates

was more and more extensively adopted, until it practically

-superseded the printing from type."1 5  The use of duplicate

plates had become more economical, as Charles Brightly had

predicted.1 6

1 4 George A. Kubler, A Short History of Stereotyping

(New York: Certified Dry Mat Corp., 1927), 50-51.

1 5 Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, The Book in America (New York:
R. R. Bowker Co., 1951), 81.

1 6 Brightly, op. cit., 7.
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CHAPTER V

MUSIC PRINTING FROM ENGRAVED PLATES

Engraved Music in Europe

The engraved maps in the 1478 printing of Ptolemy's

Cosmographia inspired its editor to write in the foreword,

"the discovery of the art of engraving is not less praiseworthy

than of printing."1 The ensuing rivalry between engraving and

printing from type was particularly significant in music

printing which flirted with both and usually chose the one

best suited to the needs of the music.

The discovery of the engraving process in the mid-fifteenth

century, about the same time that Gutenberg was printing the

Bible, was attributed to Tommaso Finaguerra, a 'Florentine

goldsmith. This process for creating an image on a metal plate

was ideal for printing maps, decorations, illustrations, and

music.2 Copper plate engraving, the earliest form, originated

with the niello process which was the art of decorating metal

with incisions which were filled with a black substance to

'Henry Meier, "The Origin of the Printing and Roller

Press," The Print Collector's Quarterly 11/2 (April 1941), 167.

2J. Evan Kreider, The Printing of Music 1480-1680

(Vancouver: The Alcuin Society, 1980), 9-12.
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highlight the design. The cutting into the surface of the

metal was called the intaglio (cutting) or engraving technique,

and it provided a flexible method of creating a music image on

the printing surface. By 1500 this was an important printing

process.3

The earliest known engraved music was Intabolatura da

leuto del divino Francesco da Milano novamenta stampada,

printed prior to 1536. The musical examples in Vincenzo

Galilei's Dialogo della musica antiqua e della moderna were

engraved and as such were part of a book printed from type.

The Roman Simone Verovio published his Diletto spirituale in

1586 and Canzonette a quattro voci in 1591.4 The early

engraving plates were cut with a graver, a specially shaped

and sharpened tool. This method was first adopted in England

in 1598 when a patent for music engraving was granted to

Thomas Morley. Gibbon's Fantasia for Viols, published in

1609-10,5 was the earliest book of engraved music in England.

Parthenia,6 a collection of pieces for the virginal by Byrd,

3 William Gamble, Music Engraving and Printing (London:
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1923), 50.

4 Donald W. Krummel, "Printing and Publishing of Music,"

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Part II,
20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London! MacMillan, 1980), XV, 248.

5 Kathi Meyer and Eva Judd O'Meara, "The Printing of Music,
1475-1934," The Dolphin II (1935), 190.

6Parthenia, or The Maydenhead of the First Musicke that

Ever was Printed for the Virginalls: composed by three Famous

Masters: William Byrd, Dr. John Bull and Orlando Gibbons.
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Bull, and Gibbons, was engraved in 1612 by William Hole. It

was reprinted four times (1635-1659) from the original plates. 7

Newman described the lack of alignment of the notes on the

Parthenia staves, a problem that future engravers would seek

to correct as they interpreted composers' autographs. Figure

62 shows two original measures from Parthenia with Newman's

re-ordering of the alignment.

Figure 62. An excerpt from Parthenia showing the irregularity
of alignment. Reprinted from George Newman, "Music
Engraving," Typographica IV, c. 1950, 22.

Two measures as originally engraved

-It 'A-

Two measures with spaces inserted between the
beats to illustrate the irregularity of the layout.

<44C 0-4<

I Q Q I Qt

7A. Beverly Barksdale, The Printed Note (New York: Da
Capo Press, 1981), 110.
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In 1637 the I secondo libro di toccate by Frescobaldi was

engraved in Rome by Nicolo Borbone. This work illustrates the

freehand, flowing style that was possible in engraved music

(Figure 63).

Figure 63. Excerpt from Il secondo libro di toccate by

Girolamo Frescobaldi, 1637. Reprinted from A. Beverly

Barksdale, The Printed Note (New York: Da Capo Press,

1981), 110.

Toccata Nona16

Engraved music changed in its appearance as notation changed

and individual variations always resulted from the freehand

style of the individual engravers. During the seventeenth

century, engravers began joining the stems of notes. Some of

the European engraved music from the mid-seventeenth to mid-

eighteenth century is illustrated in the following Figures

64, 65, 66 and 67. In Figure 65, the upward and downward sweep

of the ligatures parallels the curve of the melodic line,

illustrating some of the artistic possibilities of engraved

music (Figure 65).
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Figure 64. Musicks Hand-Maid for Virginals or Harpsichord

by John Playford, 1678. Reprinted from Barksdale, 113.

_ _ _ is

Figure 65. Neue clavierubung by Kuhnau, 1689. Reprinted

from Kathi Meyer and Eva Judd O'Meara, "The Printing
of Music 1475-1934," The Dolphin II (1935), 196.

By 1680 engraving became the principal method in England of

printing music. In 1687 Thomas Cross, a leading music engraver,

began issuing single songs in sheets or broadsides. Prior

to this innovation vocal music had been available only in

collections printed from type. In spite of the expense of the

copper plates, Cross sold enough copies of his songs to

justify the cost for such short-lived music. By 1720 -John

Walsh became a serious competitor through the use of soft

pewter plates and punched notes, clefs, and letters. The

cheaper pewter plate and the punching process lowered the cost

of engraved music. Cross, who had dominated the music engraving

field in England, disliked the new process and engraved on one

T
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of his sheets the admonition, "Beware of ye nonsensical puncht

ones. -Cross, Sculp ."8 An example of engraved music with

punched note heads and engraved lines is illustrated in Figure 66.

Figure 66. Suite by Handel, 1720. Reprinted from Meyer and
O'Meara, 197.

The engraving process offered a certain freedom of expression

to create the music image on a printing plate. Although the

practice of punching most of the musical characters on the plate

became the norm because of its economy, the freehand style of

hand engraving offered the best opportunity for individual

expression. The following excerpt from J. S. Bach's

Clavierubung so strongly resembled his own calligraphy that it

was believed by many to be his own engraving.9

Figure 67. A part of Dritter theil der clavieriibung by
J. S. Bach, 1739. Reprinted from Meyer and O'Meara, 119.

9 Barksdale, op. cit., 119.8Gamble, o12. cit., 52.
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Engraved Music in America

Among the earliest music engraved in America were An

Introduction to the Singing of Psalm Tunes, by the Reverend

John Tufts, and The Grounds and Rules of Music Explained by

Reverend Thomas Walter; both were published about 1721. For

the most part, music in the Colonies was printed from engraved

plates during the eighteenth century, except for a small

amount of type-set music which was introduced about mid-century.

In 1787 the Philadelphian, John Aitken, engraved with

punching tools Alexander Reinagle's A Selection of the Most

Favourite Scots Tunes with Variations for the Piano Forte or

Harpsichord. This was the beginning of printing of music

from punched plates and the music publishing industry in

America.10

At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were

two kinds of music publishers working in the United States.

These were the singing masters who compiled sacred songs and

published them in type-set form, and the musician-engraver who

specialized in secular sheet music. The latter group was

active from the 1790's to as late as the 1850's, located

mainly in the major cities. Unhindered by copyright restric-

tions they published European music as well as music composed

by Americans.

1 0 Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music Engraving and
Printing (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1980), 41.
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Engraved music, like fingerprints, has its own individual

characteristics. The clues to this individuality are present

in their appearance and can be seen in the outward aspects of

the engraved music such as the clefs, note heads, accidentals,

brackets, words, and the general layout. The designs of the

engravers' tools differed as did the styles of the individual

engravers. Krummel has described many of the clues in early

engraved music and their use in dating. Some of the

nineteenth-century engraved music and their characteristics

are illustrated in the following examples.

George E. Blake of Philadelphia began in 1793 as a

teacher of clarinet, flute, and flageolet. He opened a

circulating library and music engraving and publishing

business that was to endure until about 1850. He published

many vocal and instrumental pieces, including the complete

vocal works of Handel in piano score.1 2 One of his early

engraved piano-vocal scores (Figure 68) with cues for flute,

horns, and clarinet illustrates the quality of his engravings.

Typical of the sheet music of the times, the music was printed

on pages one, two, and part of three, with the words of verses

two through five on the bottom of page three. The plates were

crookedly aligned on the page and were heavily impressed.

1 1Donald W. Krummel, "Graphic Analysis, Its Application
to Early American Engraved Music," Music Library Association
Notes, XVI/2 (March 1959), 213-233.

1 2Wolfe, op. cit., 46.
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Figure 68. Excerpt from early engraved sheet music. Reprinted

from John Whitaker and Lord Byron, Fare Thee Well

(Philadelphia: G. E. Blake, c. 1815-1825), 1.

Flauto

B~z. Clarinetto

f F4w t;wfrn/i

Typical of differences in engraved music in the early

nineteenth century is that of the music published by George

Willig and Geib & Walker in 1820 and 1818. (Figure 69)

Easily seen are the differences to be found in the sizes of

staves, clefs, and brackets as well as spacing between the staves.

Figure 69. Published music of George Willig (a). Reprinted
from G. F. Handel, HolyjHoly, Lord (Philadelphia: G.
Willig, c. 1820), 1 and Geib & Walker (b). Reprinted
from The Star of Bethlehem as Sung at the Handel & Haydn
Society oratorio (New York: Geib & Walker, c. 1818-
1827), 1.

(a) Willig, c. 1820 (b) Geib & Walker, c. 1818
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Although punched plates became the norm, freehand engraving

of both titles and music continued well into the nineteenth

century. In the following illustration (Figure 70) the free-

hand engraving technique may be observed in the varying height

of the treble clef signs, and the differences in the appearance

of the time signatures, eighth note rests, note heads, and stem

positions. Missing is the uniformity of stamped characters.

Figure 70. Freehand engraved music, c. 1827-32. Reprinted

from Alexander Lee, Hurrah for the Bonnets of Blue (New

York: Bourne & Co., c. 1827-1832), 1.
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Even when the words of the music were stamped, the appearance

of letters and words in the text of engraved music usually

varied. This was because of differences in the punches and the

difficulty of aligning the letters uniformly on a horizontal

line. The music engraved by New York City publishers James L.

Hewitt and Dubois & Stodart13 about 1830 illustrate the

difference in the appearance of the words (Figure 71).

Figure 71. Differences in appearance of letters and words in
the music published by James L. Hewitt and Dubois &
Stodart. Reprinted from Joseph Wilson, The Fami Bible,
A Favourite Song Composed & Respectfully Inscribed to
Miss Clarissa Stanwood of Boston (New York: James L.
Hewitt, c. 1830-35), 1 and C. M. Von Weber, Lay My Heart
Whence Comes Thine Anguish, A Celebrated German Air Com-
posed for the Piano Forte (New York: Dubois & Stodart,
c. 1828-34), 1.

James L. Hewitt (c. 1830-36) Dubois & Stodart (c. 1828-34)
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1 3 Appearing prominently as a part of the title was the
location of the music store of James L. Hewitt at 137 Broadway
and the location of Dubois & Stodart at 167 Broadway.
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The space between letters in engraved music was sometimes

greater than in type-set music. The following excerpt from

The Family Bible shows part of the third verse:

Ounce on the raging seas I rode,
The storm was loud,..theight was dark, 14

The engraver could create an ornate title with sweeping curves,

symmetrical flourishes, and beautifully shaded letters

(Figure 72), but because of the nature of the process he could

Figure 72. Engraved sheet music title, c. 1830-1840.15

a- V

14 Joseph Wilson, The Family Bible, A Favourite Song Com-
posed & Respectfully Inscribed to Miss Clarissa Stanwood of
Boston (New York: James L. Hewitt, c. 1830-35), 1.

1 5 Ibid., 1.
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not align letters on a horizontal line with uniform spacing.

Undoubtedly the flourishes and curves helped to obscure this

deficiency in technique. Engraved music in nineteenth-century

America did look different from type-set music. By way of

contrast, note in the following excerpt of music printed from

type that the letters are not only very much aligned and

evenly spaced, but the words for verses two and three are set

in two different type faces.

Figure 73. Music and words set from type. Reprinted from
Nelson Kneass, Ben Bolt (Cincinnati: W. C. Peters &
Sons, 1848), 3.

grass, Ben Bolt, And the running lit - tle brook is now dry;

cay, Ben Bolt, And a qui - - et now reigns all a - round,

-0- 0- -- -- -0 40

As publishers and engravers separated into their respective

fields, the engraver craftsman remained an employee of the

publisher or worked as an independent contractor outside the
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publisher's organization. Because of the latter, music issued

by a publisher often varied in its engraving characteristics.

For example, note the variations in the songs published by

George Willig, Jr. in 1835 and 1845. Some of the easily

observed variations are in the clefs, brackets, and note heads

(Figure 74).

Figure 74. Engraving differences in music published by George
Willig, Jr. in 1835 and in 1845. Reprinted from Alexander
Ball, I Dream of All Things Free (Baltimore: George
Willig, Jr., 1835), 1 and John H. Hewitt, I'm Still Thine
Own (Baltimore: George Willig, Jr., 1845), 1.

1835 1845

Dream o f A I IiigsA

P I A N(

Im still thine own, I'm still
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The Music Engraving Process

Printing music from an engraved plate required the

incising and punching of the music symbols into the plate.

The process was first described in the eighteenth century in,

Encyclopedie (Figure 75) which illustrated some of the

engraving tools and music characters that were punched into

the plate.

Figure 75. Illustration of engraving tools. Reprinted from
Encyclop~die Ou Dictionnaire Raisonn4 Des Sciences Des
Arts Et Des Metiers (Paris: Briasson, David, Le Breton,
1767) Nouvelle impression en facsimile de la premiere
edition de 1751-1780, XXVI (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt:
Friedrich Frommann Verlag, 1967).
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The engraving process was divided into two basic phases.

In the first phase, the engraver had to plan the layout, square up

the area for positioning the music image, determine the spacing

for the music on the page, and rule the staff lines on the metal

plate with either a single tooth scorer or with a five-point

scorer which engraved the staff in one operation. In the

second phase he had to stamp the words, note heads, rests, clefs,

flats, naturals, and the like by striking the individual punches

with a hammer. Figure 76 illustrates a punch for a clef sign.

Figure 76. A typical engraver's punch. Reprinted from Ted
Ross, The Art of Music Engraving and Processing (Miami:
Hansen Books, 1970), 5.

The plate was then laid on an anvil and flattened by striking

the back of the plate to remove the distortions and bulges

caused by the punching. Note stems, bar-lines, slurs, tails,

and beams were cut into the plate with a scorper or burin

(cutting or incising tools). Figure 77 illustrates punched

music characters on five sizes of staves.
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Figure 77. Punched music characters on five sizes of staves.
Reprinted from Ross, 21.
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Slurs and ties were usually cut into the plate by freehand

which produced an image not possible in type-set music. When

the plate inscribing and punching was completed, and the image

was proofed and corrected, the plate was ready for the press.
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The music engraver, as well as the music type-setter,

worked with an inverted image. Figure 78 shows the inverted

image as it appeared on the engraving plate and as it appeared

printed.

Figure 78. The inverted image of an engraved plate and the
same image printed. Reprinted from Karl Hader, Aus der
Werkstatt eines Notenstechers (Vienna: Walheim-Eberle-
Verlad, 1948), 69.

Inverted image

Ve

Printed images

Ka-me-rad nur seim, wie sehr, wie sehx meiin

AO.-

The printing process consisted of inking the entire

surface of the plate, wiping the ink from the surface of the

plate so that the ink that remained only in the recessed

areas, positioning moistened paper over the plate, and with the

pressure created by the rolling press transferring the ink to

the paper. This had to be done for each impression. As can

l
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be imagined, the process of printing from an engraved plate

was slow and therefore more expensive. Engraved music,

however, was usually superior in appearance (except for the

alignment of the letters of the text). The creator of the

music image on an engraving plate enjoyed in a way the same

freedom of expression and flexibility of notation as the

composer, although in contrast to many composers the engraver

was expected to make the music readable. As Figure 79

illustrates, only an engraver could have faithfully translated

the sweep of Massenet's pen to the printed page.

Figure 79. A comparison of an excerpt of music by Massenet

in autograph and printed form.. Reprinted from Henri

Robert, Trait6 de gravure de musique (Paris: En Vente

Chez L'Auteur, 1926), 46-47.
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CHAPTER VI

PRINTING MUSIC BY LITHOGRAPHY

The Discovery of Lithography

In 1796 when Alois Senefelder of Munich became a printer

and publisher so that he could print his plays cheaply, he

preceded by only a few years his American counterparts who

also created, engraved, printed, and published their own

works. In the process Senefelder, however, discovered a new

printing process which later developed into a major printing

industry, and changed the technique for the printing of

drawings, maps, music, and similar images that had been

previously engraved or carved onto a 'printing surface. The

new process, lithography, as it was later named was

successful because of the simple way in which the image was

applied to the stone printing surface that substituted for the

engraved plate and the type form. Senefelder's experiments2

1 The origin of the word lithography is not clear. Accord-
ing to Haslasz, a piece of music printed from stone in 1803
carried the inscription, "Charenton pres de Paris, a l'imprimerie
lithographique." Ferchl claimed that the word was first used in
1805 for the announcement of a work Lithographische Kuntsprod-
ukte. Felix Man, 150 Years of Artists' Lithographs 1803-1953
(London: William Heinemann Ltd., 1915) XV.

2Alois Senefelder, The Invention of Lithography trans.

J. W. Muller (New York: Fuchs & Lang, 1911), 1-8.
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revealed that almost any kind of mark could be made on the

stone and that the stone could be used as a printing surface

for images created from copper-engravings, etchings, wood-blocks,

aquatints, mezzotints3 , and music. Similarly, a print made

by any of the traditional processes of engraving or letterpress

could be transferred to the stone. As such lithography was

primarily a duplicating process, and except for images drawn

on the stone, the lithograph process was a simple technique of

printing an existing image.

Senefelder's new printing process was based upon the

chemical principle that oil and water do not mix and that both

are absorbed by a porous surface. The practical application

of this principle is the creation of a printing surface on a

stone. The image is first drawn on a flat porous stone with a

greasy pencil or crayon, after which the. surface of the stone

is bathed with a combination of gum arabic (a water soluble gum)

and aqua fortis (nitric acid). After covering the stone with

a film of water, the ink is rolled over the surface of the

stone; the ink is attracted to the greasy image and water to the

porous stone. Both the greasy printing area and the watery

non-printing area are on the same level, that is neither in

3An aquatint is a method of etching a copper or steel
plate so that tones similar to watercolor washes can be
reproduced. Mezzotint is a technique of engraving a copper
or steel plate by scraping or burnishing a roughened surface
to provide light or shade.
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relief nor intaglio. Because the image and the non-image area

are on the same plane, the process is sometimes called plano-

graphic. After the stone is readied, a moistened sheet of paper

is laid on the stone, pressure applied, and the ink on the

stone transferred to the paper. Figure 80 illustrates the

drawing on the stone and the transfer of the ink to the paper.

Figure 80. A lithograph stone, image, and transfer to paper.

Reprinted from Harold Curwen, Printing (Plaistow, England:

The Curwen Press, 1948), 24.

6/

In the years following Senefelder's discovery and further

experimentation, lithography evolved into two basic applications:

art and printing.

Lithography offered artists a new and marvelously flexible

vehicle for creating multiple images from a simply prepared

printing surface. Ingres experimented early with the process.

Gericault in 1818 produced the lithograph, The Boxing Match,
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and was the first to use crayon as a way of drawing on the

stone. Other artists such as Goya, Delacroix, Daumier, Manet,

and Toulouse-Lautrec were only a few of the artists who used

the stone lithograph technique as a mode of expression.
5

Printers were attracted to the lithograph process because

of its relatively simple technique of creating the image.

They could print products which by traditional methods

required engraving a plate, carving a block, or setting type

to create the printing surface. It was ideal for such products

as drawings, portraits, posters, maps, and music.

Early Lithography and Music

The relationship of lithography and music began with

Senefelder, who printed music as his first commercial venture.

Some badly printed music which he had purchased stimulated him

to print a group of keyboard pieces using the new process.

His friend, Franz Gleisner, had composed 12 neue Lieder fur

Klavier in 1796. Senefelder quickly drew these on a stone,

printed them on an engraving rolling press, and sold them for

a substantial profit. He was so pleased with the new process

that he concluded that he had discovered a cheap way to print

and that he would become rich. He spent the remainder of his

life perfecting and promoting the process.

5Michael Knigin and Murray Zimiles, The Contemporary

Lithographic Workshop Around the World (New York: Van Nostrand

Reinhold Co., 1974), 15-16.
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Senefelder drew the music image in reverse directly on

the stone from right to left, a necessary procedure in order

for the music to print a mirror image from left to right on

the paper. This tedious method was used by artists and printers

until Senefelder developed the transfer process early in the

nineteenth century.6 Here the image was drawn or printed on

a sheet of specially treated transfer paper which was then

pressed against the stone. This process transferred the image

to the stone. In order to apply sufficient pressure, the

transfer was applied on the stone. The stone was then placed

on the bed of the lithograph or transfer press which used a

scraper bar to press against the paper and the stone as they

moved under the bar. Figure 81 illustrates the transfer process.

Figure 81. Transfer process of image to stone by scraper bar.
Reprinted from Peter C. Marzio, Chromolithography 1840-
1900 Democratic Art Pictures for 19th Century America
(Boston: David R. Godine, 1961), 70.

Stationary
Greased rympan paper scraper that

exerts pressure

Blotter Ol stoie U)
make print

Print paiper

corner lifted
to show print

from stone--

Lithograph stone

Bed of press

moves as
cyliider turns

6 Alois Senefelder, The Invention of Lithography, transl. by
J. W. Muller (New York: Fuchs & Lang, 1911), 190-200.
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The transfer process was adopted gradually by typographers,

artists, and music printers who used proofs from engraved plates

or type to transfer the music image to the lithograph stone.

It is probable that the development of the transfer process

provided the impetus for music printers to adopt lithography

and made possible the growth of lithographed music. Even

individual composers adopted the techniques. For example,

Richard Wagner wrote the full score of Tannhauser in 1845 on

transfer paper as did his copyists who prepared the scores of

Der fliegende Hollander and Rienzi.8

Lithography in America

The first lithograph in the United States is said to have

been executed in 1819 by the artist, Bass Otis, who was a

pupil of Gilbert Stuart. His print appeared in the Analectic

Magazine, accompanied by an article about the new process of

lithography. This was the first report to the American people

about the new printing process;9 however, it is unclear how

this print was reproduced since presumably the magazine was

not printed by lithography. In 1823 the first lithographed

music, The Soldier Tired, was produced in Washington, D.C. by

8H. Edmund Poole, "Printing and Publishing of Music,"

The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed.

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980) XV, 255-256.

9John Thomas Carey, The American Lithograph From Its Incep-

tion to 1865 (Ph.D. dissertation, Ohio State University, Colum-

bus, Ohio, 1954; Ann Arbor Mich.: University Microfilms,
59-2547), 32.
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Henry Stone1 0 , an engraver, etcher, and painter as well as

a lithographer.1 The music (Figure 82) appears to have

most likely been written in reverse on the stone by hand.

He lithographed approximately fifteen pieces of music and five

illustrations for music covers, including the cover for The

Maid of the Rock shown in Figure 83.

Figure 82. A portion of The Soldier Tired, lithographed
by Henry Stone, 1823. Reprinted from An Exhibition of

Printed Music With Manuscripts Held at the Grolier Club
from December 17, 1937 to January 16, 1938 (New York:

New York Public Library, 1937), no page number.

. . .. .. i- -- , -.-.- a--- - .- e .1..In.lr

10Edith A. Wright and Josephine A. McDevitt, "Henry Stonef

Lithographer, " Antiques XXXIV/1 (July 1938), 16-19.

1lThe term lithographer can have several meanings such as

the owner of a lithographic printing shop, the pressman, the

copyist or draftsman who applies the drawing to the stone,, or

the artist of the drawing. in this paper it means the owner.
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Figure 83. Cover for The Maid of the Rock, lithographed by
Henry Stone, 1823. Reprinted from David Tatham, The Lure

of the Striped Pig: The Illustration of Popular Music in
America, 1820-1870 (Barre, Mass.: Imprint Society, 1973),

19.

In 1828 the Pendleton Brothers, printers and stationers of

Boston, added lithographic presses to their shop. They were

the first American firm to become commercially successful in

lithography. Typical of the growth of the trade through the

increase of knowledge of the process was their employment of a

fifteen-year-old apprentice, Nathaniel Currier, who became one

of the leading printmakers of America. The lithographic

process grew slowly at first; in 1831 there were only three shops

with eight presses.14 Within a few years, however, the

growth of lithography began to accelerate both in the number

1 4 American Dictionary of Printin and Bookmaking (New York:

Howard Lockwood & Co., 1894), new introduction by Robert E.
Runser (Detroit: Gale Research Co., 1967), 342.
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of shops and in the quantity of new lithographed products.

As printers learned more about the process, they soon capitalized

on its flexibility and simplicity in creating the printing

surface. They joined with artists to produce new printed

products such as the lithograph print, the chromolithograph,15

and the illustrated sheet music cover. Many printed items

used in business, which were previously printed by letterpress,

joined the list of new lithographed products. The increase in

the sales of new products forced the expansion of the process and

improvements in methods. As the lithographic trade expanded,

more craftsmen were trained, more equipment was acquired, and

more knowledge about the process was gained. The amount of

music printed by lithography increased as printers learned

more about the process and publishers capitalized on its lower

costs. About the middle of the nineteenth century lithography

began to replace copper engraving as the principal process for

printing sheet music.1 6  Engraving continued in use simply

as a way of preparing the music image which was then proofed

on transfer paper.

15A chromolithograph is a printed colored picture composed

of at least three colors, although some are printed in many

colors. The lithograph artist separates by eye the picture into

as many colors as he perceives and draws each color on a separate

stone. Each color is printed in transparent inks in precise

registration with the lighter colors first. In the twentieth

century the colors were separated by a photographic process.

1 6 David Tatham, op. cit., 16.
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Lithography and Music Publishing

Music printing, like many commercial processes, expanded

through the interdependence of its economic success to demand.

Lithography is an excellent example of how a new process helped

propel a minor industry into one of the major nineteenth-

century publishing ventures. Interestingly, however, it was

not the lithography of the music but of the cover sheets that

had its greatest impact. The commercial aspects of music

printing and publishing during the middle fifty years of

nineteenth-century America were observed by Stone who wrote,

* . . American musical tastes and talents were directly
and forcefully molded by the commercial environment
itself. Market characteristics of the music publishing
trade, pricing policies, associationist activities, and
other purely economic circumstances helped determine the
nature of musical America.18

Music publishing increased in number from approximately

twenty-six firms in 1820 to one hundred fifty-four by 1860.

Although there were many who failed during that time, at least

a score survived for more than half a century, and some are still

in business.19 This growth in the number of publishers

inevitably created intense competition which in turn affected

the music printers who were forced to reduce their production

1 7 James H. Stone, "The Merchant and the Muse: Commercial

Influences on American Popular Music Before the Civil War,"
The Business History Review XXX/1 (Mar. 1956), 2.

18Ibid., 8. 1 9 Ibid., 6-7.
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costs. For example, when William Hall & Co. of New York in

January of 1855 cut its prices on all non-copyright music (mostly

European) by one-half, a trade war ensued. It was not settled

until the following May when a group of publishers established a

Board of Trade which attempted to control prices and establish

a monopoly in music publishing.
2 0 The customers, of course,

resisted, and music teachers, who accounted for three-fourths

of the music sold, "formed in 1857 an Association of Music

Teachers to resist the tyrannical monopoly of the Board of

Trade."2 1 Their efforts were futile but the Civil War

loosened the publishers' partial control over the prices and

they declined in the late 1860's. Out of this conflict came

an increased demand for better copyright laws to govern music

published by American composers.

The amateur music student and purchaser of the latest

popular song for the piano22 wished to play the relatively

easy pieces which reflected the current sentimental mood.

The almost endless demand for this type of ephemeral music

spurred publishers to find composers to write such pieces, and

they issued this music as fast as their printers could print

it. The popular short lyric or art song and jaunty instrumental

2 0 Stone, op. cit., 8. 2 1 Stone, op. cit., 11.

22 1n the 1860's approximately one hundred ten American

manufacturers built twenty-five thousand pianos annually and

at the same time there were hundreds of thousands of pianos

in homes across the country. From Lester Levy, Picture the Songs

(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976), 1.
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composition were a part of the large sheet music market.

Much of this music was printed by lithography; however, when

the powered cylinder press for printing from type or duplicate

relief plate was introduced in the 1850's, longer press runs

became more economical and letterpress printers received a

larger share of the long run music printing business.
2 3

The Pictorial Cover

An important aspect of the printed music market was the

packaging which included a lavish pictorial cover. Much has

been written about this genre of printed music which was in

truth less important musically than illustratively, but which

accounted for the larger part of the output of both established

and transitory publishers. When both the cover and music were

lithographed, almost any lithographer could print the product,

and probably did, since the publisher furnished proof copies for

lithographic transfer of the music and the illustration. No

specialized knowledge of music printing was required, and

undoubtedly much of this type of music was printed by non-

music printers. Indeed, many publishers sought the lowest

price and frequently placed their orders with commercial

printers who were not acquainted with the music trade. The

standard format included a lithographed cover intended to

graphically depict the story behind the song. Not infrequently

2 3 Stone, op. cit., 6.
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the cover was more appealing than the music. 24 Pages

two, three, and sometimes four of the standard folio pro-

duction contained the music which until about mid-century was

engraved. Lithographed music was considered to lack the

desired sharpness and clarity of engraving,25 but as the

competition in the illustrated sheet music trade increased,

the entire printing process was shifted to lithography. The use

of two different printers (engraver and lithographer) was

expensive and created problems in the production schedule.

There were printers who were knowledgeable enough to

handle both printing processes, and, as was mentioned earlier,

the preparation of the transfer proofs relieved the printer of

the responsibility of the image preparation. Cheaper

production costs and bigger profits made it easy for the

publishers to subvert their aesthetic preference for engraved

music in favor of the cheaper lithographed editions. With

this simplified production scheme and the use of the powered

lithograph press introduced after the Civil War, lithographed

sheet music was produced in even greater quantities.

The short life of the music required an endless supply of

new issues to meet the demand. Titles and illustrations covered

almost every topic of American life: soldiers, statesmen,

prominent people, the Navy, West Point, marches, dances (polka,

240. G. Sonneck, Miscellaneous Studies in the History of

Music (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1921), 342-343.

2 5 Tatham, op. cit., 16.
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schottische, quadrille), costumes, views, minstrels, military

exploits, comics, ships, athletics, and on and on.2 6  The

earlier covers were printed in black and sometimes tinted by

hand, but later they were printed in one and two color tints

and later still in many colors.27 In sating the public's

appetite for fascinating scenes and subjects (and playable

music), the pictorial title page paralleled the popular litho-

graphed print, which itself depicted such scenes as

. . ..battles, funerals, boat-races, parades, fires,
shipwrecks, camp meetings, and circuses . . . with
all kinds of queer things drawn on stone, from church
pew plans, phrenological charts, ribald comics, to
maps of the Oregon trail and a map of a Woman's
Heart.2 8

John Sullivan Dwight, the principal music critic of the

period, ridiculed what he termed the

* . . superficial, trash stuff that is in vogue: the
negro minstrels, the namby-pamby sentimental ballads:
the flashy fantasies, polkas, marches, etc. of native
American, or of tenth-rate German manufacture . .
only made to sell. 2 9

2 6 Frank Weitenkampf, "Social History in American Music
Covers," American Collector XVII/1 (February 1948), 9-11.

2 7 Aaron Davis, "Music Covers," Antiques XII/11 (November
1927), 394-396.

28 Harry T. Peters, America On Stone (Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1931), 26.

29Dwight's Musical Journal (Boston) VI/15 (Jan. 13, 1855),
118.
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Nonetheless many hundreds of people's hearts were warmed

and long evenings filled with a popular entertainment that the

development of an economical printing process made possible.

In terms of economic success the popular music printing trade

most closely parallels the contemporary popular recording

industry and to a great extent fitted the same social need.

Developments in Lithography in the Late Nineteenth Century

The technical innovations in the lithographic process

that occurred during the last few decades of the nineteenth

century prepared lithography to become the major process for

printing music in the twentieth century. The shift from stone

to metal plate, the invention of the rotary offset press, and

the use of photography made possible production economies and

superior quality for most any kind of music in small or large

quantities.

Thin zinc plates were used in America as early as 1849

for reproducing simple outline drawings of machinery and

architectural drawings.30 In the 1870's the major

transition from stone to zinc plates began. The Inland Printer

reported in 1884 that zinc plates were coming more and more in

use in lieu of lithograph stones. The shift was gradual for

in the 1890's powered-presses were still manufactured with

3 0 Senefelder described his experiments and use of metal
plates to accept an image in his The Invention of Lithography.
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flat beds to accomodate lithograph stones. When zinc plates

(less than one-thirty second of an inch thick) were used in

these presses, they were mounted on blocks (from two to three

inches thick). 3 1

Photography added a further dimension to lithography.

Proofs of music, either from engraved plate, type-form,

previously printed music, or manuscript, were photographed and

the image on the negative was transferred chemically to a

metal plate. With this innovation, the division of music

printing into its two parts, image preparation and presswork,

was most clearly defined: The image was created either on an

engraved plate or type form, and the lithograph press printed

the multiple copies. Lithography was simply the process of

duplication.

3 1Marzio, op. cit., 69.
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CHAPTER VII

PRESSES FOR PRINTING MUSIC

"There are two sorts of Presses . . ." wrote Joseph Moxon

in 1683, "the old fashion and the new fashion."1 In nine-

teenth century America there were still two kinds: hand-

powered presses and mechanically powered presses, each of

which existed in several varieties. There were hand presses

for printing from type, engraved plate, and lithograph stone,

and both hand and powered bed and platen presses. The steam

powered press included the cylinder press for printing from

type and the lithograph press that printed from stone and

later from zinc plate. It is probable that in the United

States each of these types of presses were used to print

music. Printed music usually revealed the process but not the

press. As the process differed, the press differed, and the

printed music differed--even if minutely.

The Relief Press

The process of printing from a relief surface such as

type, wood or metal block, or duplicate plate is often

Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises on the Whole Art of
Printing 1683-4, ed. Herbert Davis and Carry Carter (New York:
Dover Publications, 1962), 45.
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referred to as "letterpress" and requires a press of the kind

originated by Gutenberg. This press, whose basic design

remained unchanged for over four centuries, originated from

the vineyard, paper-mill, and bindery, and utilized a movable plate

(platen) and a screw which exerted downward pressure 
on whatever

was placed between these surfaces.2

The Gutenberg press, built from wood, changed little

during the following centuries except for a few refinements.

By 1567 the tympan and frisket were apparently in use as they

were mentioned by Plantin and were a common part of the

printers' vocabulary.
3 The tympan was a sheet of paper

or cloth placed as a cushion between the platen and the paper

to be printed. The frisket was a protection sheet of parchment

or paper with windows cut in it to allow the type to print

through and to protect the paper from ink that might be on the

non-printing parts of the form. Both the tympan and frisket

were stretched over thin metal frames with the frisket hinged

on the tympan and the tympan on the bed of the press. The

paper was placed on the tympan, and the frisket was folded

over it to hold the paper in position as it was being

impressed by the type.4 When the bed of the press was moved

2 James Moran, Printing Presses: History and Development

From the Fifteenth Century to Modern Times (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1973), 19.

3 Ibid., 24. 4 1bid., 34-44.
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forward to a position under the platen, the binding action of the

tympan and frisket was necessary, in that the position of the

paper must not shift prior to the impression. In printing of

two or more passes through the press, as in the Odhecaton printed

by Petrucci, accurate registration was necessary. It is most

likely that Petrucci used a similar device to hold his paper

in position although there is no record of his procedure.

Figure 84 shows the relative positions of the platen, tympan,

paper, type form, and bed of the press at the time of impres-

sion.

Figure 84. Relief hand press diagram. (a) Platen (b) Tympan
(c) Paper (d) Form (e) Bed. Reprinted from Warren
Chappell, "Illustrations Made With A Tool," The Dolphin II
(1935), 106.

ac

d I

Figure 85 shows a more realistic diagram of a hand press with

the bed retracted and the tympan and frisket unfolded.

Printing on the hand press was a slow process and required the

following steps to print one sheet.5

5 Fred Roblin, "Printing Press Development," The American
Pressman (Nov. 1965), 4.
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1. Distribute the ink evenly on the ink balls6 by

rolling them together, one in each hand.

2. Ink the form by daubing the ink balls on the type.

3. Position a sheet of paper on the tympan.

4. Fold the frisket down to hold the paper in place, and

then fold the tympan down to position the sheet over form.

5. Crank the bed under the platen.

6. Pull the lever to make the print; push it to raise the

platen.

7. Crank the bed back from under platen.

8. Raise tympan and frisket.

9. Remove the printed sheet.

Figure 85. Parts of a hand press. Reprinted from Fred Roblin,
"Printing Press Development," The American Pressman (Nov.
1965), 4.

A. Frame B.
F. Platen G.

Bed C. Crank D. Screw E. Handle
Frisket H. Tympan I. Typeform J. Pulley

6 Ink balls, leather covered wads of horse hair and other
soft material, were used since the time of Gutenberg for inking
type forms.
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Before beginning the printing operation it was necessary to

"make ready" the form. This expression refers to the process

of underlaying the type with pieces of paper in order to

achieve a uniform impression because the type was not always

uniform in height. By the late eighteenth century the wood

press had been extended to its limits. Most presses had a

printing surface of about twelve by eighteen 
inches. Moran

asserts that this press when operated with two pressmen could

achieve approximately two hundred fifty sheets per day.
7

Early illustrations of the hand press depict its common

characteristics of platen, bed, and screw (Figure 86).

Figure 86. Early wooden presses. Reprinted from Moran, 27-29.

Press of Jocodus Badius Seventeenth-Century wooden

Ascensius (1507) hand press from Peter

Scriverius, Laure-Craus
voor Laurens Coster
(Haarlem, 1628)

7 Moran, op. cit., 32.
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In 1798 the Earl of Stanhope developed the iron press

(Figure 87) whose system of compound levers multiplied

the power so that a sheet could be printed at one pull of the

lever. In the first half of the nineteenth century, designs

for iron hand presses proliferated, and a variety of devices

were used to drive the platen downward onto the flat bed.
8

Figure 87. The Stanhope press. Reprinted from Moran, 55.

Hand Relief Presses in America

In 1790 Adam Ramage in Philadelphia began to build presses

in volume in the United States. His press had an iron bed and

platen as well as a triple-thread motion screw that reduced the

time required for the pull. Ramage manufactured approximately

twelve hundred fifty of these presses which were lighter and

8Moran, op. cit., 49-99.
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less bulky than the iron presses at the turn of the century.

As such, his presses were favored by the pioneer printers who

moved toward the West at the turn of the century.

In 1806 George Clymer of Philadelphia built an iron press

known as the Columbian. He replaced the impression screw with

a system of levers that magnified the power of the imp-

ression, and of all the nineteenth century iron hand presses

it was unique in its bizarre appearance (Figure 88). Clymer's

presses were manufactured in great numbers for over one hundred

years by a variety of firms.

Figure 88. The George Clymer Columbian press. Reprinted from
Harold E. Sterne, Catalogue of Nineteenth Century Printing
Presses (Cincinnati: Ye Olde Printery, 1978), 183.

9Moran, op. cit., 59.
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Another innovation, the toggle joint, provided greater

leverage in the application of power in the last stages of the

pull of the lever. It was even more efficient than Clymer's

levers in applying downward pressure. Invented by John Wells

in 1816, it was improved by Peter Smith in 1821 who advertised

his improvement as the "figure 4" toggle (Figure 89).

Figure 89. Toggle joints of Wells & Smith and Samuel Rust.
Reprinted from Ralph Green, The Iron Hand Press in America
(Rowayton, Conn.: Printed by Ralph Green, 1948) facsi-
mile edition (Cincinnati: Ye Olde Printery, 1981), 17.

Wells & Smith
Toggle

Samuel Rust
"Figure 4" Toggle

In 1827 Samuel Rust made further improvements, and his version

was named the Washington Hand Press (Figure 90). The Hoe

Co. assumed these patents in 1832 and along with other companies

built this press until early in the twentieth century. It was

one of the most popular iron hand presses of the nineteenth

century, and until mid-century the hand press was the favored
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tool for printing fine books and illustrations.10 As late

as 1895 the Washington Hand Press was listed by the American

Type Founders in their catalogue in sizes ranging from 23" x

35" to 27" x 43."111 One of the final innovations was the

improvement of the inking system by replacing the ink balls

with composition rollers.12 Most likely type-set music was

printed on the Ramage, Stanhope, Columbian, and Washington

presses.

Figure 90. The Washington hand press. Reprinted from R. Hoe

& Co., Pictorial History of the Printing Press (New York:
R. Hoe & Co., 1900), 11.

1 0 Sterne, op. cit., 189.

1 1The Blue Book Containing Specimens of Type, Printing
Machinery, Printing Material (St. Louis: American Type Founders
Company, 1895), no page number.

12Composition rollers were substituted for the old ink balls
because of an accidental discovery, according to legend, by Adam
Spears, a London pressman who during his lunch spilled his bottle
of molasses against his newly cleaned ink balls. Rather than
clean it, he used the molasses covered ink balls to ink with

and discovered that the proofs from the form on which he had used
the molasses covered ink balls were cleaner, sharper, and better.
From this discovery a wooden core was covered with a composition
made from molasses, glue, and tar to form an ink roller. From
Vt'ed Rbblinir "Printing Press Development," The American Pressman
(Nov. 1965), 8.
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Powered Relief Presses

Mechanized presses were first powered by hand, horse and later

by steam. The first hand powered press was the bed and platen

press introduced in 1822 by Daniel Treadway. His prototype

press was powered by a man turning a wheel, but later versions

were powered by horse1 3 and later by steam. Based on the

same principle of the parallel bed and platen of the old hand

press, it was created to be operated by power. In 1830 Isaac

and Seth Adams improved the bed and platen press by substituting

iron parts and steam-driven power. Figure 91 shows the early

wooden Adams press which was operated by two feeders and a

person to provide the power. It could produce from five hun-

dred to one thousand impressions per hour.14 Its inking

system which used composition rollers instead of the old ink

balls provided a better distribution of the ink. It became a

1 3 Rollo Silver described the operation of the horse

powered press as follows: The press had a vertical drive

shaft into the basement under the pressroom attached to an old

fashioned large wooden sweep similar to those used in cider mills.

The sweep was attached to a stalwart horse who walked a circular

track of about thirty feet in diameter. There was no device to

straighten the toggle joint with ease by accumulated power and

at the moment of impression the horse received a shock which

nearly jerked him off his feet. The horse soon became familiar
with these "hard spots" in his path and came to a dead halt. No

amount of coaxing or scolding--nothing but whipping--would
induce him to sir. A driver with a whip was added and later
another horse. The American Printer, 1787-1825 (Charlottesville:

The University Press of Virginia, 1967), 55.

1 4 Moran, o2. cit., 114.



Figure 91. Hand powered wooden
Reprinted from Moran, 1140

Adams bed and platen press.

J I'i r~n

popular press, with thirty Adams presses at work in 1855 in

the printing office of Harper Brothers in New York City

(Figure 92).

Figure 92. Adams bed and platen presses in the printing office

of Harper Brothers. Reprinted from Moran, 112.

124
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Cylinder Relief Presses

The inspiration for the cylinder press for printing from

type came from the fifteenth-century copper plate engraver's

press. The latter employed a flat bed and roller which

revolved in a stationary position while the bed and plate,

carrying the paper, moved forward and backward under the

roller. Utilizing the principle of the engraver's press,

Friedrich Koenig patented the first powered cylinder press in

1810.15 His steam-powered, flatbed cylinder press was first

used in 1814 by the London Times. 1 6 The first cylinder press

used in the United States was built by the Hoe Co. in 1830.17

During the nineteenth century several different types of

cylinder presses printing from type were developed (Figure 93).

Figure 93. Various types of nineteenth-century cylinder
presses.

First successful cylinder hand-fed press

placed on the market by R. Hoe & Co., 1830.
Reprinted from Sterne, 114.

15 Roblin, op. cit., 9. 16Hoe, op. cit., 22.

1 7 Roblin, op. cit., 73.
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Figure 93 continued. Various types of nineteenth-century
cylinder presses.

Hoe "Three Revolution" press Miehle "Two Revolution" press.

c. 1844. Reprinted from c. 1890. Reprinted from

Sterne, 111. Sterne, 136.

Called the flatbed cylinder press, this machine was used

in the nineteenth century for printing many products. The

press was manufactured by several companies who tended to

produce different types of cylinder presses for specialized

products such as newspapers, books, magazines, and job

printing. Music printed from type or duplicate plates was

particularly well-adapted to the cylinder press because the

size of the printing area ranged from 9 " x 12" to 48" x 72"

which allowed printing several pages per impression. The

printing quality of the cylinder press was better than that of

the hand press because the point of contact on the cylinder was

smaller, was more evenly distributed, and resulted in a more
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even impression. Figure 94 illustrates the scheme of the

cylinder press and the small impression area. Some music

printed from type can be identified by the excess impression

that can be felt on the back of the printed sheet. This was

caused by poor makeready, excess pressure of the type into

the paper, and the tendency of the hand press to lack uniform

pressure on the paper and the type. Music printed on a

cylinder press from a form with good makeready will show

little or no evidence of impression.

Figure 94. Scheme of the flatbed cylinder press. Reprinted from

Roblin, 19.

P CIe' Feed

- Impression

Cylinder
Form Rollers Ink Rollers

6-Ink

Type Form

The principal advantages of the cylinder press for printing

from type, and later from lithograph stone, were speed and

printing quality. During the last half of the nineteenth

century cylinder presses were improved with better inking

systems and faster speeds.
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Engraving Roller Presses

The first mention of a copper-plate printing press was in

a document dated September 4, 1540, concerning the settlement

of a debt by Henry Terbrugen of Antwerp, an engraver, map

maker, and music printer.18 Although the first engraved

music appeared before this date, the actual first publication of

engraved music on a roller press is unknown. The rolling mill

from which the engraving roller press was derived was used to

form sheet metal. Leonardo da Vinci had worked on designs for

the rolling mill, and before the roller press printed music it

was used to make wine, wire, paper, maps, and coins.19

The first roller press, built entirely of wood, came into

use during the earliest period of copper-plate engraving and

printing.2 0 With the introduction of calico printing in

Europe in the seventeenth century, attempts were made to

print textiles from engraved cylinders on a rotary roller

press.2 1

Description of the Engraving Roller Press

The engraving roller press consists of two adjacent

cylinders supported one above the other on a strong frame.

18 Henry Meier, "The Origin of the Printing and Roller Press,
Part II, The Roller Press, " The Print Collector's Quarterly
II, III, IV (Dec., Apr., July 1941), 199.

19Ibid., 353. 2 0 Ibid., 173. 2 1Ibid., 371.
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The table, or bed, on which the engraved printing plate is

laid, runs between the two cylinders. The upper cylinder is

turned by means of levers, which are in the form of cross bars

attached to the shaft of the cylinder; this is sometimes

called a star wheel. The movement of the upper cylinder

forces the bed and plate to move along with the lower cylinder.

This action creates sufficient pressure to press the paper

against the plate and transfer the ink retained in the

intaglio spaces of the plate to the paper. Figure 95 illus-

trates the position of the various parts of the press.

Figure 95. The roller press elements of rollers, blanket,
blotter, paper, plate, and bed. Reprinted from
Chappell, 112.

--- 1

_j

a. Upper roller b. Blanket c. Blotter
e. Plate f. Bed g. Lower roller

d. Paper
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The plate impresses the paper with a force usually heavy

enough to leave an indentation of the plate. Engraved music can

usually be identified by this indentation which frames the

music. The rounded corners of the plate helped prevent the

plate from piercing the paper. Neither the basic process of

applying pressure to the plate nor the process of printing has

changed since the beginning of the process. The plate is

inked and then wiped, leaving only ink in the recessed areas.

Moistened paper is placed on the plate which is rolled between

the rollers. The paper is peeled from the plate and is put

aside to dry. The process is slow and tedious but produces a

concise image. Most likely the elegance of the printed

engraved image justified the slowness of the printing process.

The Engraving Roller Press in America

Early engraving roller presses were made of wood and

metal and apparently were cheap to manufacture. Two early

presses, one of which was made by Samuel Maverick, a prominent

engraver in Philadelphia in the 1820's, are illustrated in

Figure 96.

Although the early engravers faced competition from

letterpress printers, they had a quality advantage. Some

printed products were engraved because of the nature of the

image (music and drawings) and the product (money and stamps).

Until music typecasting and the appearance of type-set music
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improved, engraved music was the preferred technique except

when the lower cost of printing from type prevailed. Stamps

and money were, of course, suited to be printed by engraving,

since the engraving of the designs hopefully discouraged

counterfeiting.22

Figure 96. Early nineteenth-century wooden engraving roller

presses. Reprinted from Stephen Dewitt Stephens, The

Mavericks: American Engravers (New Brunswick, N.J.,

1950), 61 and Richard J. Wolfe, Early American Music

Encaraving and Printing (Urbana, Ill.: University of

Illinois Press, 1980), Illustration 27-b.

Samuel Maverick Press Bowen & McKenzie Press

Toward the end of the century the iron copper-plate engraving

press was manufactured in bed sizes from 10" to 28". The

geared copper-plate press was later introduced in the large bed

2 2 Letterpress printers, Edwin and Charles Starr, developed

a method of printing bank notes from type which they boasted

were counterfeit proof. They posted with the Mechanic's Bank

of Philadelphia a five-hundred dollar forfeit bond to be

awarded to anyone who, in the opinion of the bank, could engrave

a successful counterfeit note. Samuel Maverick, a Philadelphia

engraver, accepted the challenge and won the award. Stephen

DeWitt Stephens, The Mavericks: American-Engravers (New Brunswick,

N.J., 1950), 61.
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size of 34" x 60" which made possible printing several pages per

impression. It had a fly-wheel and crank for working by hand

or it could be operated by steam power. Figure 97 illustrates

the iron copper-plate press and the geared copper-plate press.

By the time these presses were introduced about 1875, the

actual printing of most most engraved music was being done on

a lithograph stone, while only the proofs were struck on an

engraving press. The smaller iron press was probably also

used for short runs of engraved music. One of the main

reasons for the shift to lithography was because the larger

geared press, although it had the flexibility of being powered by

hand or steam, still had the problem of wiping the plates in

each printing cycle and it is doubtful that it attained much

speed.

Figure 97. Iron copper plate press and geared copper plate

press. Reprinted from Sterne, 370.

Ift
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Lithograph Presses

As part of his invention of lithography, Senefelder bad

experimented with various presses for applying pressure to the

stone and paper to transfer the image to the paper. One of

his early models (Figure 98) employed two cylinders between

which the stone and paper were rolled. His model used a tympan

similar to those used on the type presses of the day.

Figure 98. Senefelder's wooden lithographic press. c. 1817.

Reprinted from Sterne, 205.
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Hand Lithograph Press

In America the R. Hoe Co. manufactured a hand litho-

graphic press in 1834 although neither press nor a picture

have survived. There are only a few records of early

lithographic presses. A billhead (invoice) of the F. F.

Oakley Lithograph Co. in 1857 displayed a picture of a

craftsman inking a stone on the bed of a hand press (Figure 99).

Figure 99. Early hand lithograph press from the billhead of

the F. F. Oakley Co. Reprinted from Peter C. Marzio,
Chromolithography 1840-1900 Democratic Art Pictures for

a 19th-Century America (Boston: David R. Godine, 1961),
80.

eA

The printing procedure though slow and cumbersome still

excelled that of the engraving press. Here the stone was

inked and cranked with a side lever to a position under the

scraper bar. This bar was a beveled strip of hard wood

covered with leather which was greased to facilitate the
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application of the pressure of the bar against the stone. A

tympan, blotter sheet, and the paper were placed on the stone

which was then rolled under the scraper bar under pressure in

order to transfer the ink from the stone to the paper. Figure

100 illustrates the position of the scraper bar, tympan,

blotter, paper, stone, bed and roller.

Figure 100. Diagrams of lithograph hand press printing
elements. Reprinted from Chappell, 116.

1o
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d.
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I.
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Scraper b. Tympan c. Blotter
Paper e. Stone f. Bed g. Roller

R. Hoe and Co. manufactured a "New Style Lithographic Press"

about mid-century which was probably derived from their early

1834 model2 3 (Figure 101).

2 3Marzio, op._cit., 70.

-
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Figure 101. R. Hoe hand lithograph press. Reprinted from
Sterne, :209.

With the advent of popular sheet music with lithographed

cover and engraved music about 1835, the trend toward printing

music by lithography was underway. The hand press was still

used after the introduction of the steam powered lithograph

cylinder press for some printing and for making transfers to

the stone.
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Powered Lithograph Presses

The first steam-powered24 press was invented in Paris

in 1850. The patents were soon sold to the firm of Hughes &

Kimber, press builders of London, who began exporting the press

to the United States in 1866. The Hoe Co., prominent American

press builders, introduced their version of the press soon

after.2 5 Similar presses were manufactured in the United

States as press builders responded to the growing demand by

printers for faster presses. Competition among music printers

for music publishers' business motivated their purchase of

powered presses in order to maintain their own competitive

position. Since the powered press was suited to the longer

press runs, hand presses were not discarded, but continued to

be used as the expanded market for printed music created a mix

of short and long runs. Printers' equipment was, in part,

determined by the customers they served. A new song was

usually engraved in its first issue. If it became popular

2 4 The term steam-powered refers to the use of a central
boiler that supplied steam to operate an overhead power train
in the pressroom or factory. The power train, which was a
series of overhead horizontal shafts, was connected.by belts
to the drive shafts of the various machines. Cylinder presses
(both lithograph and letterpress) as well as other power-driven
machinery were powered in this manner until the introduction of
the electric motor.

25J. Luther Ringwalt, American Encyclopaedia of Printing,

new introduction by Daniel Traister (New York: Garland Pub-
lishing, 1981), 278.
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and the publisher repeated the order in a larger quantity, an

engraved proof of the music was transferred to the lithograph

stone, and the music was printed either on a hand or powered

press. The successful music printer was flexible and operated

stifficient equipment to meet the economic and time demands of

his customers. Figure 102 illustrates some of the major

steam-powered lithograph presses in use before the end of the

nineteenth century.

Figure 102. Various steam-powered lithograph presses in use
in the nineteenth century. Reprinted from Sterne, 210-215.

Hughes & Kimber press, 1866

Potter lithograph press, 1880
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Figure 102 continued. Various steam-powered lithograph

presses in use in the nineteenth century. Reprinted

from Sterne, 210-215.

C. B. Cottrell & Sons Press, c. 1890

Offset Lithography

The substitution of the thin metal plate for the

lithograph stone prepared the way for the process of offset

lithography and the rotary offset press which was introduced

in 1905 at the Eastern Lithograph Co. of New York.26 The

process had its earliest use in the printing of tin sheets

for cans and signs.

The rotary offset press utilized three cylinders which

were arranged in adjacent positions. The plate cylinder was

wrapped with the metal plate on which the inked music image

was imposed. The image was transferred (offset) to the adja-

cent blanket cylinder (covered with a thin rubber sheet) which

in turn transferred the image to the paper as the paper passed

26 Geoffrey Ashall Glaister, An Encyclopedia of the Book

(New York: World Publishing, 1960), 282.
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between the second (blanket) cylinder and the third

(impression) cylinder. The ink offset against the rubber

blanket and in turn transferred to the paper. Figure 103

illustrates the arrangement of the three cylinders of the

offset press.

Figure 103. Offset press cylinders. Reprinted from Roblin, 3.

Water rollers PlateI nk rollers

Cylinder

Blanket
Cylinder

Impression
Cylinder

The offset press was faster than the back and forth flat-bed

stone press and the print quality was much superior, although

flat-bed stone presses (both powered and hand) continued to be

used for several years. Early in the twentieth century the

rotary offset press was adapted to print paper fed from a

continuous roll (web offset) instead of from sheets. Only

music of extremely long press runs might have been printed on

the web offset press.
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The Romance of Zabel Bros.

Near the end of the nineteenth century a music printing

company was founded in Philadelphia. The story of its early

years provides an insight into the lithograph trade, the music

printing business, and the business life of its founders.

The following is the history (1888-1907) of Zabel Bros. of

Philadelphia, summarized from the handwritten history by one of

its employees, Ernest Lloyd, who aptly titled it The Romance

of Zabel Bros.2 7

The founders of Zabel Bros. were Oscar and William Zabel,

who were masters of the art of printing from stone. Oscar

Zabel was a journeyman color printer and William Zabel was an

artist who engraved the titles of metal plates. William

Zabel's work was so superior to that of the old style crayon

work on stone that soon thereafter it was being copied by most

of the title engravers in the country. Up to this time [c.

1885] music was being printed from engraved plates, two pages

at a time, or by the type process. Oscar Zabel printed four

pages from a stone 22" x 28." A third brother, Edward,

learned music engraving and joined the company at a later

time. The brothers worked for a time at their home, but later

moved to a room at 10th and Spring Garden Sts., and soon moved

again to the N. W. corner of 12th and Buttonwood. In a room

2 7 Ernest Lloyd (Philadelphia: October 1945), courtesy
of William Zabel, Jr.
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about 30' x 60' they installed their first power press, a

second hand press made in England with a stone size of 24" x 30"

capable of printing four pages on a 22" x 28" sheet.

On April 2, 1892, Ernest Lloyd, the writer of this

history, graduated from the Philadelphia College of Commerce

and joined the firm as bookkeeper and installed a modern

system of bookkeeping.

The company's big customers were Theo Presser of

Philadelphia and Edward Schuberth of New York. Mr. William

Zabel kept the orders in his pocket but soon had to have an

order book printed which was used for many years with very few

changes.

On September 14, 1892, partnership papers were drawn. As

business improved the company rented an adjoining room and the

whole second floor. Within a year they bought another press

which was a vast improvement over the old English press as it

was faster and produced better work---from a sheet only 22" x

28." The following year a larger press was bought; this one

accepted a sheet 28" x 43.1" During this time the firm

received enough business from composers to keep a half dozen

engravers busy.

The company's main competition in music printing was John

Worley Co. on Race St. and both companies were soliciting

business in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston where they also
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competed with the largest printer in Boston, The Gilson Co.

Because the Zabel Bros. were getting such a large share of the

business, Gilson asked them and Worley to form a three-way

partnership. After several meetings, Zabel declined, but did

form a partnership with John Worley on My 1, 1895, and combined

their equipment with Worley's at 719-725 Vine St. on the

second and third floors.

Our largest customers out of town were Oliver Ditson and

B. F. Wood of Boston. In May of 1904 John Worley withdrew

from the partnership and moved to Boston where he took over the

Oliver Ditson business.

After Worley had moved to Boston, Zabel Bros. rented the

basement and second floor at Columbia and Randolph, and

through 1906 and 1907 business continued to grow with good

profits and an increase in net worth.

The following pictures are scenes in the Zabel Bros.

stone preparation department and the pressroom (c. 1900-1910)

(Figure 104). Both stone lithograph flat-bed presses and

offset rotary presses were used in the late nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries. The firm was still active in the

1980s.
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Figure 104. Zabel Bros. lithograph stone preparation

department.28

Pressroom of Zabel Brothers, music printers.

2 8 Photograph courtesy of William Zabel, Jr.
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CHAPTER VIII

ALTERING THE MUSIC IMAGE

There is no guarantee that all copies of the same edition

of a piece of music are identical since printing plates can be

altered either by accident or intent. An understanding of the

techniques of changing a printing plate between press runs or

during a press run may help explain the difference between two

pieces of the same music. Alteration techniques, described as

follows, vary according to the process of printing from type,

duplicate plate, engraving plate, or lithograph stone or metal

plate.

A type form is made up of many individual pieces of type

which are held in place by pressure exerted from the four sides

of the form. This lockup, as it is called, is to prevent any

of the type from falling when the form is moved into storage

or to and from the bed of the press. Individual pieces of

type sometimes do slip from the form undetected. Occasionally

a type form is damaged during a press run or parts of the

kerned type break off. When the form is unlocked to replace

the damaged type, the form may be altered inadvertently.

Figure 105 illustrates the removal of a piece of type from a
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form. This is a process that requires careful precision and

it is very possible for pieces of type to shift or be

rearranged.

Figure 105. Music type being removed from a form. Photo-
graph courtesy of Owen Stout.

The advent of the duplicate stereotype and electrotype

plate almost eliminated the risk of accidental changes in the

printing plate. Earlier, it may be recalled, I mentioned that

the lines or other parts of the mat could be re-ruled or changed,

but it was also possible to alter certain parts of the cast

plate such as a line or plate number. The plate number, for

example, could be sawed off and a different number in type be

positioned in the hole. Lines could be repositioned or substi-

tuted in a similar manner.
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If an engraving plate required correcting during the

engraving or punching process, the plate was turned over and

pounded on the back to fill in the indentation containing the

error. The plate was then corrected by reengraving or

punching. This procedure was often used to change the plate

number, portions of the music, or lines of the title page. An

example of an intentional alteration and reengraving of plates

may be seen in the twenty-one sheet music copies of Stephen

Foster's "Massa's in de Cold Ground," issued by Firth, Pond &

Co. The variants were either altered or reengraved to produce

versions including banjo, Hawaiian guitar, keyboard, voice,

and hymn tunes.1 Alteration of an engraving plate was

sometimes merely a matter of saving the cost of reengraving

the plate.

In lithography the music image was either drawn on the

stone or was imposed from a transfer proof. Either the

original image for the transfer proof (type form or engraved

plate) or the stone itself could be altered. With the use of

chemicals, abrasives, and scraping, the music image could be

removed from the stone. The stone was then re-sensitized with

chemicals and a substitute image was added to the plate. This

procedure was also used on metal lithograph plates.

1 Steven Saunders, "A Publication History of Stephen
Foster's 'Massa's In De Cold Ground,'" Music Library Association -
Notes XXXXIII/3 (March 1987), 499-505.
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A technique for detecting suspected differences in

apparently identical pages of music utilizes a photographic film

positive or negative. Of the two pieces of music being

compared a film positive of one copy is superimposed over the

other. Differences in the two images can be seen. Another

method requires the use of a box containing a light source

and an opaque sheet of glass. This is sometimes called a

light table and is used to examine photographic negatives.

The copy of the printed music is placed on the glass and the

negative of the same music is superimposed on the sheet of the

printed music. The light will reveal any differences in the

two images. The music images, then, as they appear on each

printed page regardless of plate number, edition, or printing

process are the final test of their difference or sameness.

In conclusion, music printers in nineteenth-century

America improved the techniques for printing music and

responded to the changes in notational styles and the -forces

of competition, product changes, and marketing methods.

Perhaps overlooked was the role of the music printer in

helping create the music itself. Music exists in the mind of

the composer, the manuscript, the printed score, and the

performance. According to Paul Henry Lang, ". . . the composition

of music came to be regarded as virtually synonymous with

writing it down . . . and the printed score was indispensable.

wb-wg 1 1 a-- -
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to all forms of music-making. Music could not be music

without the printed score." 2 If this were so, music

printers in nineteenth-century America contributed to the goal

of music creation.

2One Hundred Years of Music in America, ed. Paul Henry
Lang (New York: G. Schirmer, 1961), 75.
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